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JudgE Thomas R. daLy

Yonkers CitY Court Judge

Judge Daly had been rated qualified by the 
Independent Judicial Screening Committee of the

Ninth Judicial District.

Paid for by the committee to Re-Elect Judge Daly 

On Election Day, 
Vote Row: “A” “C” “D” OR “E”

To Keep Judge Daly on the 
Yonkers City Court Bench

Vote: Tuesday, November 2 

Experience Counts
Judge Daly is endorsed by: AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, The 

Building & Construction Trades Council, Yonkers PBA, Yonkers CLSA, 
Yonkers Fire Officers and the Yonkers Firefighters Association. 
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 EDUCATION

Westchester 
Community 
College

National economists last week 
pronounced that the “Great recession” 
ended in the summer of 2009. Oh really? 
Tell that to the President, administration, 
staff and students at the Westchester 
community college (Wcc) in Valhalla. 
community colleges throughout the 
united states are experiencing the same 
enrollment increase that is occurring here 
in Westchester. From New hampshire 
to southern california, college admin-
istrators have formulated the following 
equation; economy down = enrollment 
up. Moreover, most community colleges 
have lost a fair amount of state aid, have 
raised their tuition rates, and still the 
students continue to register in record 
numbers. state aid for Wcc dropped this 
year from $34 million to $31.8 million. In 
“everyday Joe” language, this means that 
Wcc is now receiving the state rate that 
they received ten years ago. To try to put 
a wedge in that financial gap, the college 
increased its tuition from 3,650.00 to 
3680.00 per year. Normally there would 
be student protests all over the place 
but this year is different. This is the year 
Wcc will recognize what other commu-
nity colleges are seeing; two new types of 
students - and these students are just plain 
grateful to be there.

Through their open enrollment 
program, Wcc sees students who may 
not have had a stellar academic record in 
high school. These are the students that 
those attending four year institutions 
would call the “grade thirteeners”. These 
were kids who didn’t quite make the grade 
in high school but wanted a career that 
required a two year associate degree or 
certificate program. There was the other 
select group who didn’t quite know what 
to major in after high school and used 
their two years at Wcc to take their core 
classes while deciding not only a career 
path but a four year college that they 
could transfer to at the end of their two 

years. Nonetheless, this was pretty stan-
dard enrollment for the college for quite 
sometime. Growth was so moderate that 
in a projected study in 2000, Westchester 
community college projected that enroll-
ment would only grow 5.4% between the 
years of 2000 and 2025. To most demo-
graphic projectionists, this sort of growth 
is seen as moderate. Moderate that is, until 
the economy went south.

by autumn 2008, the american 
economy began to shed jobs. To keep their 
children in pricy private four year institu-
tions, moms and dads in Westchester (and 
elsewhere) cashed in their 401K’s and took 
out second mortgages on their homes. 
Most families rationalized that they would 
make the money back sooner or later and 
anything was better than sending their 
child off to Westchester community 
college. Wall street collapsed along the 
way, the auto industry needed a bailout, 
banks failed and those same parents who 
did whatever was possible to keep their 
child in privatized post secondary schools 
lost their jobs. even now the new record 
enrollment at Wcc has created a 10% 
increase in scholarship money demand. 
by 2009, these students were faced 
with the harsh reality of either drop-
ping out of school altogether or enrolling 
in Westchester community college. 
suddenly the prospect of attending “grade 
thirteen” didn’t seem so bad to those who 
had once shunned those who did attend 
Wcc. Faced with the alternative of no 
school at all has made Wcc look like a 
pretty darn good deal.

While the children of the Westchester 
education elite was coming to terms with 
no longer being private college students, an 
even more unusual face began to emerge 
as the face of Westchester community 
college; it was the face of the working adult 
who had been laid off from work. as the 
employment options shrank, many adults 
were faced with the decision to return to 
school to train for new career options. The 
equation of economy down = enrollment 
up has stretched this community college 
to its limit. estimates this semester put the 
enrollment of full and part-time students 
taking credit bearing courses at twelve 
thousand When you add the continuing 
education students the number of students 
enrolled at Westchester community 
college is over twenty thousand. as a 
matter of fact, this year, registration and 
enrollment was extended to september 
16th even though the first day of classes 
were on september 7th.

so how is the college coping with 
this inundation of students? Faculty and 
staff will tell you that it’s tough. courses 
fill up within a day or two of registration. 
Other students are referred to one of the 
eight satellite locations and more still are 
encouraged to take online courses. Faculty 
and staff are more than happy to tell you 
that they are forty-five people short, too. 
When the current county administration 
offered the retirement incentives, forty-
five individuals took that incentive and 
left. On top of that gap, the current county 
administration imposed a hiring freeze 
until december 31, 2010.

While the hiring freeze in theory was 
an effort to maximize the county’s savings, 
in reality it has more than likely hurt the 
college. having just dedicated the new 
state of the art Gateway center, which 
houses, the business, english Language 
Institute, volunteer office and other high 
tech programs, one must wonder if the 
county has been penny wise and pound 
foolish. One hopes that the college and 
the center will be able to get by with a 
small part-time adjunct staff. also at 
risk would be the grants that Wcc has 
won in the past for their dedication to 
student needs. as a matter of fact, Wcc 
was recently awarded The college Keys 
compact Innovation award from The 
college board for making college access 
attainable for all students.

Westchester community college 
has changed significantly from the small 
New York Institute of applied arts 
and sciences that was opened in 1946 
to educate the servicemen and women 
returning from World War II. Westchester 
community college truly is a facility that 
has served the greater good of Westchester 
county in good times and bad. It was 
wonderful to see the county executive 
at the dedication of the Gateway center 
earlier in september but one must wonder 
if he is even aware of the vast amounts 
of students that are being served by the 
college. cutting the fat in government 
is needed, no doubt about that, but to 
cut jobs at an institution that strives to 
teach employable skills to the masses just 
doesn’t make sense.

When Hiring Freezes Don’t Actually Work
By I.M. Cob
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 BOOKS

Jeff Klein: 
Fighting for Westchester Families

Paid for by New Yorkers for Klein

www.JeffKleinNY.com
VOTE NOVEMBER 2

State Senator Jeff Klein knows that in these 
tough times, every dollar counts. That’s why he has 
been an independent leader, working across party 

lines to make our community the priority in Albany.

Senator Klein has:

from foreclosure

samuel L. rivers - President
Licensed real estate broker

t. 914 760 8136 e. samuelrivers@gmail.com
30 rockledge avenue | Mount Vernon | New York | 10550

commercial | Investment | reO Properties |
direct hard Money Lender

some vampires 
are good. some 
are evil. some are 
totally faking it to 
get girls.

deathly pale? 
check. sensitive and brooding? check. 
bloodsucking fiend? …Not so much. but 
don’t tell his date.

While adults are mystified by teen 
girls’ hunger for romancing the undead, 
the vampire pop culture wave is definitely 
good news for one guy: the awkward, 
bookish, and sun-allergic Finbar Frame, 
unlikely hero of the hilarious debut novel 
bloodthirsty by Flynn Meaney.

sixteen and thoroughly humili-
ated by his most recent failed attempt 
at dating, Finbar decides that his image 
has to change before starting his new 
high school. he wants to be popular 
and easygoing like his brother Luke, but 
with Finn’s penchant for reading poetry 
and hatred of jocks this doesn’t seem 
likely. Then he notices that girls all over 
the city are obsessed with the vampire 
romance novel bloodthirsty, and Finbar 
sees a crazy new way to get noticed: he’ll 
become one of the undead.  he’s already 
abnormally pale, prefers talking about 
literature to doing keg stands, and years 
of being a loner have honed his “tortured” 
look. by dressing all in black, dialing up 
the chivalrous attitude, and throwing out 
a few leading comments to his female 

classmates, could he possibly pass for a 
vampire? If not for eternity, then at least 
for long enough to win over his crush? 

With biting observations and 
authentic teen angst, bloodthirsty is both 
a delicious send-up of our paranormal-
obsessed culture and an endearing story of 
one neurotic teen’s quest to be cool.

Flynn Meaney is twenty-three years old 
and Bloodthirsty is her first published novel. 
A graduate of the University of Notre Dame, 
she is currently earning her MFA in Poetry 
at Hunter College and lives in her hometown 
of Mamaroneck, New York.

 
by Flynn Meaney
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 CAMPAIGN TRAIL

Yorktown 
heights, NY  -- It 
was a heated debate 
punctuated by jeers 
and applause. Mike 
Kaplowitz (d) (I ) 

and Greg ball (r), the two contenders 
running for the New York state senate, 
aggressively sparred  at a debate held  here 
Wednesday night, October 6, 2010. The 
occasional raucous event was sponsored 
by the Westchester county association 
and attracted over 400 people to the 
Yorktown Theater. This is one of 14 
debates held for these candidates until 
election day. The moderators were 
richard French of richard French Live, 
a call-in cable show on WrNN-TV, and 
caryn Mcbride, executive director of 
Westchester county business Journal. 

Kaplowitz is currently a Westchester 
county Legislator, a post he has held for 
12 years and ball has been a New York 
state assemblyman for four years. They 
are vying for a senate seat in the 40th 
district left vacant by long time senator 
Vincent Leibell, who is running for 
Putnam county executive. The district 
includes parts of northern Westchester, 
all of Putnam and parts of dutchess 
county. In the hour long debate, many 
in the audience were moved to make 
their own voices heard as the rhetoric got 
heated. ball often gestured dramatically 
and frequently held up charts and graphs 
to prove a point. Kaplowitz smiled only 
occasionally and was more stoic.   

This race is being closely watched 
because the outcome could tip the party 
balance in the senate. The latest polls 
shows ball slightly ahead of Kaplowitz 
with 45 percent of the expected vote and 
35 percent for Kaplowitz. Twenty percent 
are undecided.

In his opening statement ball pledged 
to fix the current fiscal crises impacting 
New Yorkers. “This state is sucking the 
life blood out of our homes, our commu-
nities and small businesses. We need 
comprehensive change, not a thousand 
ideas that go nowhere.”

Kaplowitz opened with saying that 
those at New York state’s helm were 

badly mismanaged. “People have less and 
less confidence in our state government 
and that we can’t turn this around but I 
believe that better days are upon us.”  he 
added that ball, as a state assemblyman, 
has been ineffective in albany in efforts 
to fix the political dysfunction.

The failing economy loomed as a 
major issue. both candidates blamed 
the other for the state’s financial crisis 
but both subsequently offered solutions. 
ball repeatedly referred to Kaplowitz as 
“Tax-hike Mike” and the “sheldon silver 
of White Plains” and claimed Kaplowitz 
would practice high spending at the state 
level if he won the senate seat. 

“This man increased spending and 
has rubber stamped tax increases,” he 
said. ball supports economic reform with 
a Tax Payer bill of rights and wants to 
cap property taxes and freeze school taxes 
for seniors.  

Kaplowitz offered up a plan to deal 
with escalating costs in the state’s pension 
and benefits plans. “These plans are a 
burden on the taxpayer. If we do nothing 
for the next three years, the cost will 
double and we will drown as taxpayers.” 

asked why he voted to accept the 
affordable housing settlement that 
mandated Westchester build 750 afford-
able units over the next seven years, 
Kaplowitz said “That was the toughest 
vote of my life but I’m proud of that vote. 
We are crying for affordable housing in 
this county.” ball said he would’ve voted 
against the settlement. 

ball was asked specifically about a 
quote on his website relating to affordable 
housing, particularly the words “poorest 
and the weakest” that described intended 
residents for an affordable housing project 
slated for the town of somers. When 
asked why he used those words ball 
refuted the quote. 

“That’s not a direct quote from me. Its 
part of a separate campaign that’s being 
run separate from my campaign.” The 
assemblyman’s response elicited thun-
derous boos from the audience.

The Indian Point Nuclear Power plant 
was another hot issue. Kaplowitz supports 
converting the plant into a natural gas 

facility that would provide the same, if not 
more electricity. In a moment of humor 
Kaplowitz suggested that between he and 
ball, together they might enough “hot air 
it to drive the turbines at Indian Point.” It 
was a line ball himself applauded. 

ball discounted the natural gas solu-
tion and said that replacing Indian Point 
would not work and shutting it down 
would double energy rates. he empha-
sized his concern about safety issues for 
the thousands of tons of radioactive spent 
fuel on site. 

“The largest issue is the spent fuel 
which we are not allowed to use. They use 
it in France and there should be a change 
in policy here.”

asked about the issue of term limits, 
Kaplowitz said “We have term limits and 
they are called elections. They are fair and 
are the means to get to a goal of ethical, 
good government.” 

ball said he supports term limits 
because is would “change the culture of 
corruption means to pass term limits.”   

Issues over illegal immigration have 
been a big campaign issue for ball because 

his district includes the village of brewster, 
home to a significant Latino population. 
ball said he supported the immigration 
law recently passed in arizona and he 
made a similar proposal to handle what 
he called “illegal aliens.” 

“This proposal would allow federal 
officials to work with local law enforce-
ment to initiate deportation of illegal 
aliens that are criminals. The arizona 
law deals with  a flawed, federal policy 
that allows one million aliens to cross the 
border every year.”

Kaplowitz said he had a common 
sense solution. “We need to put people 
who want to work on the books so they 
can pay taxes. I support an anti-mooch 
policy.” both candidates agreed that 
employers have the right to ask for proof 
of citizenship.

Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance 
journalist who writes about current, local 
news, environmental issues, art, entertain-
ment and food. She teaches writing and 
literature at Marist College. 

Debate Revs Upstate Senate Race
By Abby Luby

Left: Mike Kaplowitz, (D,I)  Westchester Legislator; Right: Greg Ball, New York State 
Assemblyman. Both candidates are running to represent the 40th New York State Senate District.
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 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

every once in a while, we get to write 
a feel good story about a Westchester 
based company that is not only 
contributing to the economic health of 
Westchester county but is committed to 
the health and well being of the global 
community. 

dannon Yogurt (danone) is located 
on hillside avenue in Greenburgh, New 
York, where their world headquarters 
now occupy what was for many years 
an abandoned steel shell of an office 
building that was not so affectionately 
known as the “beast”. since moving to 
Greenburgh, dannon has continued 
to expand while maintaining their 
commitment to social responsibility and 
sustainable development. When I visited 
the corporate headquarters last week, 

senior director of Public relations, 
Michael Neuworth unveiled the remodel 
of their office layout. cubicles and offices 
are now gone and have been replaced 
with an open floor plan that promotes 
interaction between employees. rather 
that shooting an email, dannon 
employees are encouraged to get up and 
actually engage a colleague in discussion. 
Meeting rooms have been transformed 
into brightly colored themed think 
tanks and even executive management 
isn’t behind a door; they are out there 
with everyone else. unlike many other 
corporations daNONe is totally trans-
parent. It’s hard to hide anything bad or 
otherwise when there is nothing to hide 
behind. Mr. heyworth also explained 
that by removing cubicles and offices, 

they were able to gain some valuable 
square footage. That’s a good thing 
since daNONe is seeking fifty new 
employees.

coming at a time when the county 
of Westchester is hemorrhaging corpo-
rations who are fleeing to less expensive 
locations, this is great news. Just last 
week, Westchester county executive 
rob astorino and his director of 
economic development Larry Gottlieb 
unveiled an aggressive marketing 
campaign titled “Westchester county: 
New York’s Intellectual capital”. This 
campaign funded by the Westchester 
county Industrial development agency 
(Ida) hopes to lure corporations to 
Westchester by selling what are consid-
ered our greatest commodity; smart 

people.  but, how do you solve the equa-
tion of putting smart people to work 
when it costs a lot of money to do busi-
ness in Westchester county?

The answer may lie in the type of 
corporation we attract. daNONe 
“works” because it is committed to not 
only the people who are employed there, 
but to the community in which it resides. 
This commitment is clear in the annual 
community grants that are disbursed by 
daNONe and it’s partnerships with 
numerous non profit agencies. Three 
cheers and a big thank you to dannon 
for being one of the corporations who 
now call Westchester their home.

Economic Development in Westchester—Dannon Yogurt
By Nancy King

After her breast cancer diagnosis, doctors advised 
Ann Toglia that if she did not receive a stem cell 
transplant, she would die within a year.

FOR STATE 
ASSEMBLYMikE

S p a n o

When Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
denied the treatment, Ann 
contacted Mike Spano. Mike went 
right to work, fighting to reverse 
their decision.

As a result, Ann got the stem 
cell transplant and lived 8 more 
precious years. She became 
a Medical Exercise Specialist 
– sharing her experience and 
knowledge with patients and the 
medical community. Ann even 
wrote and published a book 
detailing exercises to counteract 
the negative effects of cancer 
treatments and surgery.

Looking out for our families. 
Looking out for our communities. 

Election Day is November 2
751-8811 • www.mikespano.com
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When blue cross/blue shield denied the treatment, ann 
contacted Mike spano. Mike went right to work, fighting 
to reverse their decision.

as a result, ann got the stem cell transplant and lived 
8 more precious years. she became a Medical exercise 
specialist – sharing her experience and knowledge with 
patients and the medical community. ann even wrote 
and published a book detailing exercises to counteract the 
negative effects of cancer treatments and surgery.

after her breast cancer diagnosis, doctors advised ann Toglia that if she did not 
receive a stem cell transplant, she would die within a year.
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 COMMUNITY

Yonkers, NY -- Yonkers city council 
President chuck Lesnick last week hosted 
the 4th annual domestic Violence Vigil 
at city hall. The annual vigil is meant to 
cast a spotlight on domestic violence and 
help eradicate it by empowering abused 
women and children, alert and educate 
the public, promote agencies programs 
and organizations that provide domestic 
violence services, and foster partnerships 
with private corporations and foundations 
to assist local communities in funding 
programs that eliminate domestic 
violence and offer victims safe havens. 

Joining Mr Lesnick were helen 
boylan from My sister’s Place and alex 
drab from Victims assistance services, 

NYc human rights commissioner 
Patricia L. Gatling, NYs senator andrea 
stewart-cousins, NYs assemblyman 
Mike spano, Tracey alter, director of 
Family Legal Program at Pace university’s 
Women’s Justice center, and event orga-
nizer carol bengis. Vanessa Jettin, owner 
of Yonkers’ hair dimensions, was on 
hand to weave purple hair extensions into 
the hair of those that wanted to draw a 
more personal awareness to the cause. 
commissioner Gatling happily agreed to 

the colorful extension.  
The vigil drew more than 50 partici-

pants who joined together and lit candles 
to show their support and concern for 
battered women and their families.  all 
took part in the New York state Office 
for the Prevention of domestic Violence 
“shine the Light on domestic Violence” 
awareness campaign. For a nominal small 
donation, purple light bulbs were given 
out so that attendees could illuminate 
them and draw attention to the crime 
of domestic violence and support for its 
victims and survivors. 

For more than 20 years, purple has 
been regarded as the official color of 
domestic violence awareness as it symbol-
izes the color of “black and blue.” all 
proceeds from the sale of the bulbs will 
go to My sister’s Place and Victims 
assistance services. On saturday, 
October 16, a motorcycle ride in support 
of domestic violence awareness will 
travel around Yonkers starting from the 
JFK Marina. It begins at 11:00 a.m. and 
continues until 3:30 p.m. For information 
on getting a purple light bulb, contact 
carol bengis at 914-377-6065.

Council President Lesnick Hosts 4th 
Annual Domestic Violence Vigil at City Hall

(L-R): Front row: Sen. Andrea Stewart-Cousins, My Sister’s Place co-founder Helen Boylan, 
Tracey Alter, NYC Human Rights Commissioner Patricia Gatling; Back row: Ed Gaffney, Esq., 

Yonkers Councilmember Wilson Terrero, Council President Chuck Lesnick, Alex Drab, Adam Brill.

Fall Festival at Greenburgh Nature 
Center

scarsdale, NY -- Join the Greenburgh Nature 
center  for cider making, scarecrow building and 
pumpkin carving contests, petting zoo, scavenger 
hunt, tractor rides and live music at 4:00 p.m. on 
sunday, October 17th. . special tree climbing/
pruning demonstration by bartlett Tree experts. 
Fee if pre-registered by Oct. 14: Members-$5, 
Non-members-$8 per person. Fee day of event: 
Members-$7, Non-members-$10 per person. $1 per 
scarecrow building/pumpkin carving.

scarecrows and pumpkins are left at the center 
and used at the GNc scarecrows and Pumpkins 
Parade on Oct. 24th from 1:00-3:30 PM.
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For further information, call 
(914) 723-3470 or go to: www.
greenburghnaturecenter.org
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 CURRENT COMMENTARY

Good news for hackers: The u.s. 
government may soon require online 
communications services to water down 
their encryption techniques.

The proposed legislation, which 
federal law enforcement and national 
security officials hope to present to 
congress next year, would mandate that 
all services that can be used for online 
communications be capable of providing 
transcripts of their users’ emails or chats 
to the government if asked. The services 
would have to be able to intercept and 
decode all encrypted messages sent using 
their sites or software.

The rules would affect e-mail trans-
mitters like blackberry, social networking 
sites like Facebook, and peer-to-peer 
messaging software like skype. Officials 
hope to write the bill in general terms, 
without reference to specific technologies, 
so that other, yet unimagined, services 
would also fall under the regulations.

a 1994 law, the communications 
assistance to Law enforcement act, 
currently requires phone and broadband 
network providers to be capable of inter-
cepting messages for the benefit of the 
cops, but that does investigators little 
good if messages are sent through online 
services that add their own encryption. 
Many online communications services 
currently allow users to send messages in 
ways that make it impossible for anyone, 
including the service providers, to inter-
cept and unscramble the exchanges.

Law enforcement officials argue that 
the world of communications is “going 
dark” as criminals and terrorists increas-
ingly turn to the Internet, instead of 
telephones, to communicate with one 
another. Officials don’t lack the authority 
to eavesdrop in the arena of online 
communications; they simply lack the 
ability.

The united states is not the only 
country asking communications services 
to turn on the lights so big brother can 
keep watching. India and the united arab 
emirates have recently put pressure on 
research In Motion, the canadian maker 

of blackberry smart phones, to make 
it easier for them to monitor messages. 
some officials in India have even voiced 
suspicions that research In Motion is 
already working with the united states to 
help it spy on encrypted communications.

I am all for giving counter-terrorism 
agents and federal law enforcement offi-
cers the tools they need to get the job 
done. unlike many of those who are likely 
to speak out against this bill, I think the 
risk of large-scale government abuse of 
enhanced surveillance tools is pretty low. 
If the rules are implemented, law enforce-
ment will probably be criticized more 
frequently for not making use of the tools 
at its disposal than it will be for using 
those tools too broadly.

but I doubt the increased burdens 
on service providers would really lead 
to investigators catching bad guys who 
otherwise would have eluded them. 
The agencies advocating the regula-
tions, including the Federal bureau of 
Investigation, already have ample tools 
with which to ensnare stupid crooks. and 
the new regulations would do nothing to 
help with the detection and capture of 
smart criminals and terrorists.

as an illustration of the need for 
the regulations, an official told the New 
York Times about an investigation into a 
drug cartel that was delayed because the 
smugglers were using peer-to-peer soft-
ware, making it difficult to intercept their 
communications. The official’s statement 
seemed to imply that, with the new regu-
lations in place, the smugglers would have 
been caught more quickly.

but chances are the smugglers used 
that software precisely because they knew 
it would put them in law enforcement’s 
blind spot. If investigators shine a flash-
light on these sorts of communications, 
smugglers will simply find other dark 
corners, physical or virtual, where they 
can negotiate their deals.

If the bad guys are forced to be more 
inventive, they won’t face a scarcity of 
resources or possibilities. One tech-
nology blogger explains in detail how 

to hide files in JPG images. With his 
easy, step-by-step instructions, anyone 
can learn how to email a “lolcats” photo 
(that’s ‘laugh-out-loud-cats,’ meaning 
a picture of irresistibly adorable kitties) 
that also contains the time and place of 
a drug handoff. computer users can also 
easily download free software allowing 
them to perform their own encryption 
instead of relying on communications 
service providers who could be hit with a 
subpoena.

and as investigators become more 
and more high-tech in their techniques, 
criminals can always respond by becoming 
more low-tech. after all, we don’t require 
Federal express to copy all the correspon-
dence it delivers so documents can be 
turned over upon government subpoena.

The intentions behind the wiretap-
ping proposal are honorable. The threats 
are real, and the need for timely informa-
tion is urgent. but if electronic intercepts 
were the magic bullet, we would have 
captured Osama bin Laden and ayman 
al-Zawahiri years ago. unfortunately, 
they and their conspirators are smart 
enough not to hold their conversations 
where investigators are looking. by the 
way, if you’re a government agent who 
has been directed here because my use 
of those names raised a flag, welcome to 
Current Commentary. I hope you enjoy 
looking around.

When it comes to tracking down 
dangerous individuals, the detective work 
is going to have to be performed in other 
ways, most of which involve getting close 
enough to a suspect to bug, tail or talk to 
him.

but, while criminals and terrorists 
would go to great lengths not to commu-
nicate sensitive information through any 
means subject to the new regulations, 
others would not. businesspeople would 
continue to tap away at their blackberries, 
many of them without even realizing that 
their information had become less secure.

The changes that would allow 
service providers to access encrypted 

communications would also make it 
easier for hackers to get at that informa-
tion. The proposal is “a disaster waiting to 
happen,” steven M. bellovin, a columbia 
university computer science professor, 
told The New York Times. “If they start 
building in all these back doors, they will 
be exploited.”

even those nefarious figures without 
superior computer skills stand to benefit 
from the proposal. If service providers 
are required to have access to users’ 
communications in order to comply with 
government requests, there is also the 
possibility that rogue employees will sell 
that information to corrupt corporations 
looking to crack industry secrets, or even 
to hostile governments. Potential bribers 
and extortionists would have a guarantee 
that communications service providers 
could, if adequately baited, retrieve what-
ever information they might want.

I hope congress will reject the 
proposed rules, but I am not optimistic. 
No matter how many security measures 
we have in place, there will inevitably be 
breaches, and some of them may be cata-
strophic. No politician wants to risk being 
blamed when something goes wrong.

While we wait for the proposal 
to make its way to the congressional 
halls, corporate technology managers 
and would-be entrepreneurial tycoons 
may want to study up on encryption 
techniques.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, is presi-
dent of Palisades Hudson Financial Group 
which is a fee-only financial planning firm 
headquartered in Scarsdale, NY. The firm 
offers estate planning, insurance consulting, 
trust planning, cross-border planning, busi-
ness valuation,  family office and business 
management, executive financial planning, 
and tax services. Its sister firm, Palisades 
Hudson Asset Management, is an indepen-
dent investment advisor with about $950 
million under management. Branch offices 
are in Atlanta and Ft. Lauderdale. Website: 
www.palisadeshudson.com.

Good News for Hackers
by Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®
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assemblyman George 
Latimer (d-Westchester, 91st 
a.d.) last week spoke about a 
series of legislative proposals, 
already introduced in the 
assembly, that would improve 
albany’s ethics immediately, 
proposed laws which he is 
co-sponsoring. “There are a 
number of us in the assembly 
who are deeply committed to 
reform of our ethics – but at 
present, we lack support from enough 
other members to pass these bills,” 
Latimer noted. 

Latimer continued, “People think 
no one in albany ‘gets it’ – that is, the 
disgust by which people everywhere view 

the illegalities and shenanigans 
that have occurred here in both 
houses. In fact, a number of us 
have crafted important reforms 
that have not gotten proper 
media attention, and insufficient 
member support – and there-
fore haven’t passed into law. but 
these ideas deserve attention. 
Without public pressure, these 
changes won’t happen.”

Latimer highlighted four 
bills out of many that he is supporting:

A.1542 (Reilly) – Pension Forfeiture
require the forfeiture of an elected 

officials’ public pension if they are 
convicted of a job-related felony

A.1543 (Reilly) – Campaign Funds 
Reform

Prohibits the use of campaign funds 
for personal use; tightens the laws relating 
to acceptable expenditures that may be 
paid from campaign funds

A.3377 (Rosenthal) – Allows for 
Primaries prior to Special Elections

allows for candidate primaries prior 
to any special election to fill a vacancy in 
public offices; reduces the power of polit-
ical bosses to control nominations

A.5279 (Gianaris) – Independent 
Redistricting Commission

establishes a level-playing field for 
redistricting legislative seats after the u.s. 
census held every 10 years

“We need a tough, independent ethics 
cop on-the-beat, reporting to neither the 
executive nor the legislature, to investigate 
and root out wrong-doing. We need to 
systematically monitor public and polit-
ical spending to ensure proper behavior”, 
Latimer stated. 

“The people will not stand for a 
continuation of the behavior that we’ve 
seen. “

New York State Assemblyman  George 
Latimer represents the 91st Assembly 
District which is comprised of some or 
all of Larchmont, Mamaroneck Town, 
Mamaroneck Village, New Rochelle, Port 
Chester, Rye Brook, Rye City, and Rye Town.

Latimer Identifies Key Ethics Reform Bills Worth Fighting

When the New 
rochelle board of 
education met on 
september 28, 2010, 
at Isaac e. Young 
Middle school to 
discuss the high 
school graduation 

statisticsw, the definition of “drop-out” 
was requested. susan Yom clarified that 
all students are included as “still enrolled.” 
It was suggested the actual rate could be 
2.6% or 4%. It was mentioned that Ged’s 
(General equivalency diplomas) are 
included as “still enrolled” at New rochelle 
high school. The superintendent of 
schools, richard Organisciak, added, 
“You are obligated to keep a child until he 
or she is at least 17 years old.” however, 
the power point presentation on high 
school graduation rates titled, “Pathways 
to Graduation - Middle schools.” high-
lighted the much higher rate of students 
who had not graduated in four years.

This provocatively titled report on the 
routes to graduation in the New rochelle 
Public schools was an analysis of the grad-
uation rates at New rochelle high school 
for the graduating 2009 class where 775 
students were tracked as were the class of 
2010, where 798 students were tracked. 
The categories were students from: 
albert Leonard Middle school, Isaac 

e. Young Middle school and students 
who entered the New rochelle Public 
schools in ninth grade.  student statistics 
on gender, race, disabilities and limited 
english proficiency were listed; by June 
2009, 66% of all students been graduated, 
but by august that year, 77% had gradu-
ated. The next year, 70% had graduated 
in June and 80% by august. The highest 
rates of graduation were by asian/Pacific 
Islander background students at 97% 
for 2009 and 94% for 2010. The lowest 
graduation rates were for limited english 
proficiency students with 24% graduating 
in 2009 and 38% graduating in 2010.. 
Interestingly, the percent of students with 
disabilities graduating dropped from 65% 
in 2009 to 56% in 2010. black students 
in both years had the highest increase in 
the number graduating in august from 
19% in 2009 to 15% in 2010. Limited 
english proficiency students followed by 
hispanic students had the highest percent 
of students that had not graduated and 
were still enrolled at New rochelle high 
school.

Three categories of students entering 
New rochelle high school were then 
analyzed. For example in 2006, 43% of 
the students were from albert Leonard 
Middle school, 37% from Isaac e. 
Young Middle school, and 20% of them 
were enrolled in the ninth grade at New 

rochelle high school for the first time 
in the school system. a pattern appeared: 
in august 2009, 91% of students entering 
from albert Leonard Middle school had 
graduated, and in 2010, 90%. 68% of Isaac 
e. Young students in 2009 had graduated 
and 72% in 2010, while students entering 
the New rochelle Public schools had an 
65% graduation rate in 2009 and 73%in 
2010. among the inconsistencies were the 
notably higher percent of both male and 
female students coming albert Leonard 
Middle school that had graduated. This 
included black, hispanic, White and 
economically disadvantaged students 
graduating in 2009 and the disparities 
that remained in 2010. students with 
disabilities who had entered from albert 
Leonard Middle school were the one 
category from that feeder school that 
experienced a drop in graduation rates 
from 85% in 2009 to 55% in 2010.

a list of specific programs to assist 
students at New rochelle high school 
and Isaac e. Young Middle school do 
not give any specifics such as how many 
students, or what categories of students 
attended these programs. Titles of some 
programs were illustrative of the help 
that was being offered, such as programs 
for limited english proficiency students. 
There is also no indication of how students 
were selected for these programs or how 

many hours they attended. For example, 
if after-school programs were included, 
were economically disadvantaged 
students who may need to work at part 
time jobs excluded? since only students 
coming from albert Leonard Middle 
school appear to have significantly higher 
graduation rates, why haven’t the reasons 
for this been explained? since some 
students in New rochelle are still allowed 
to attend a school of their choice, did this 
group benefit?.  

Parents are certainly an important 
component of the educational progress 
that students make. reports circulate 
in the community that parents were not 
informed that their child was cutting 
classes. Is necessary follow-up being 
made by teachers or administrators?  In 
this 21st century there is both an increase 
of knowledge of how learning takes place 
and new programs harnessing this knowl-
edge (e.g. even the New rochelle high 
school “brain fitness training to enhance 
cognitive skills” is an example). Instead of 
categorizing any school, gender, race or 
student disability, these statistical analysis 
should be viewed as challenges for the 
future. all students deserve nothing less 
than the best possible education. 

Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer, a commu-
nity activist, and former educator.

Are Middle Schools in New Rochelle Adequately Preparing Students for High School? 
By Peggy Godfrey
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In last week’s column, I spoke about 
the Village’s pension obligation to the 
state of New York, which is a major 
financial driver in the Village’s budget 
calculations.  Pension obligations are 

just one of many “unfunded mandates” that add thousands 
to local tax bills.  an “unfunded mandate” is essentially a 
requirement promulgated by the state that forces certain 
actions on a municipality though no money is appropriated 
to fulfill the obligation.

The following are just a few of the obligations to New 
York state that are funded by Village tax dollars:
• When the Village renovated Village hall, we had to 

comply with the Wicks Law which requires munici-
palities and schools to bid each construction project by 
individual trade or sub-contractor and not as a unified 
project.  economists estimate that this forced bidding 
process adds 20% to 30% to the cost of every renova-
tion which translates into millions of dollars of needless 
expenses.

• The MTa payroll tax which is a new tax imposed on 
employers and self-employed individuals engaging in 
business within the metropolitan commuter transpor-
tation district, cost the Village $30,000 last year.  It is 
essentially a way for the MTa to pass on their short-
falls directly to the taxpayer.  For every $100 of public, 
non-profit and business payrolls, the state takes 33¢ to 
subsidize the MTa.

• The Village is subject to a cumbersome purchasing 
process and in some cases we are even forced to purchase 
commodities from so called “Preferred source Vendors” 
even if their costs exceed prevailing market prices by up 
to 15%.  We essentially pay for a state created subsidy 
for certain favored vendors.

• In the labor arena, we are subject to the Taylor Law.  In 
exchange for uniformed personnel losing the right to 
strike, municipalities can be bound by the decision of 
an arbitrator if an impasse is reached in contract nego-
tiations.  The arbitrator can award salary and benefit 
increases regardless of the municipalities “ability to pay” 
to meet these obligations.

• a provision of the Taylor Law, so named the Triborough 
amendment, requires that uniformed personnel, as well 
as teachers and other civil service employees represented 
by unions, have all previous contract terms continue 
indefinitely if a new contract is not agreed upon.  This 
provision eliminates any leverage a municipality should 
have to adjust contract provisions to economic condi-
tions.  as an example, if an expired contract provides 
for 100% health care benefits at a time when the norm 
throughout the county is to have some employee 
contribution, there is no incentive for the party receiving 
the healthcare benefit to come to the table.

In addition to the “unfunded mandates” dictated by 
the state of New York, much of the revenue generated in 
communities like ours cannot offset these costs because 
state law dictates that a lion’s share of receipts go right back 
to the state coffers.

as an illustration, contrary to popular belief, most of 
the money the Village receives under the New York state 
Vehicle and Traffic Law goes directly to the state.  For 
example, if the equipment law is violated which covers 
items such as defective head lamps and brake lights, the 
fine is $100 plus a $55 surcharge.  Of the $155 paid to our 
Village court, only $15 is retained by the Village.

another violation we frequently see in Village court is 
unlicensed driving.  The fine is $150 plus a surcharge of $85, 
but again only $15 stays in the Village.  The same holds true 
for fines collected on speeding tickets within the Village.  
While the fine for speeding can be as much as $200 plus a 
surcharge of $85, all but $15 goes back to the state.

some less costly items but no less intrusive and frus-
trating to local municipalities include the following:
• The state is allowed to charge $35 for the issuance of a 

birth certificate, but the Village can only charge $10 for 
expending the same amount of time and effort.

• No matter how many hours it takes for a municipality to 
retrieve documents under the Freedom of Information 
Law, or FOIL, a municipality is only allowed to charge 
25¢ for the cost of copying the document.  as an 
example, if a citizen asks for multiple years of Village 
committee minutes, which is not uncommon, the 
labor involved in retrieving these documents cannot be 
reimbursed.

• The same holds true for police departments which must 
produce accident reports, witness testimony and traffic 
reports for insurance companies and can only charge 
the 25¢ for each copy.  Taxpayers are paying for all 
other time expended on behalf of the private insurance 
company.

For those of us on the front lines paying these “unfunded 
mandates” and absorbing the loss of a fair distribution of 
locally generated revenues, it is unfair and costing you, the 
taxpayer, millions of dollars in unnecessary spending.

Mary C. Marvin is the Mayor of the Village of Bronxville.
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Mayor Marvin’s Column 
By Mary C. Marvin

   Professional Experience:
      • Full-time Acting Westchester County Family Court Judge 2007 - Present
      • Full-time Acting Westchester County Court Judge 2007- Present.  
      • Presides over New York State’s First Integrated Youth Court 2008 - Present
      • Acting Rockland County Family Court Judge 2009 - Present
      • Mount Vernon City Court Judge 2003 - Present
      • Presided over City of Mount Vernon Drug Treatment Court 2003 - Present
      • Former Supervising Attorney - Bronx Legal Services
      • Former Managing Attorney - NYC Dept. of Housing Preservation and
        Development
      • Over 25 years of Litigation experience
      • Multiple court decisions published in NY Law Journal

   Education:
      • J. D. Columbia University School of Law
      • B. A. Williams College

   Awards:
      • Recipient Tyng Fellowship
      • Recipient NAACP Legal Defense Fund Scholarship
      • Recipient Hugh Stewart Memorial Humanitarian Award
      • Recipient NYC Partners in Education Award

    
   Personal:
      • Life-long Mount Vernon resident
      • Married to Helena R. Edwards
      • Father of 3 children (Jethro, Hillary and Diana)

     Former New York State Chief Judge, Judith Kaye wrote the following 
regarding Judge Bill Edwards: “I merely wanted to convey my high opinion 
of him, to you. During my own judicial service, he was assigned to preside 
over our first Integrated Youth Court, bringing before one (exceptional) judge 
both criminal and family court matters involving troubled youth. Obviously, 
that role requires special legal and human abilities. He was a great choice 
in every respect.”

  Paid for by friends of Judge Bill Edwards
Contact Judge Bill Edwards Campaign at: judgeedwards2010@aol.com

Integrity Money Can’t Buy!

Keep 

Bill Edwards
Westchester County 

Family Court Judge
Competence, Character, Commitment

A judge who delivers “real” justice to everyone 

FREE  ESTIMATES  FULLY LICENSED & INSURED.
LIC. 4039 YONKERS   LIC WC 16447-H05

T. 914.376.5731 • C. 914.573.1426

Just Paving & Masonry, inc.
all tyPes of Paving & Masonry work done

Driveways • Patios Walkways • Walls • Etc...

60 dartMouth ave.,  yonkers, ny 10701

Call Derek Teelan:
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 HUMOR

We know 
who we are – the 
helicopter Parents 
everyone makes 
fun of – always 
suspended in 
mid-air above our 

kids, ready to parachute in to deal with 
any problem. and if you’ve recently sent 
your beloved charge off to college you’re 
probably feeling, mixed in with the pride, 
a real sense of loss. because after you’ve 
unpacked his dorm room, approved his 
roommates, given instructions to the resi-
dent advisor about his curfew and lactose 
intolerance, you had no choice but to 
come home feeling that your purpose for 
existing has disappeared. Let’s see if we 
can cheer you up. First, let’s challenge the 
idea that your child’s absence has left your 
life bereft of purpose and meaning. 

I’m going to ask you to think about 
what, exactly, did this purposeful life 
with your child consist of? Not allowed 
to hearken back to the days when your 
toddler peered out with mistrust at the 
rest of the world from between your 
calves. Fast forward past applauding 

performances at school plays and box 
lunches with touching little notes tucked 
inside sandwich wrappers to focus on 
more recent interactions with your child. 
how often did your teenager start a 
conversation with a question along these 
lines: “dad/mom, what was it like for you 
growing up? I mean, how did you handle 
the combined pressures of school and 
social life? Maybe I could gain some valu-
able insights from your experiences.” 

admit it – ever since seventh grade all 
your guidance and good advice has been 
summarily scorned unless it happened to 
be firmly attached to a wad of cash or a set 
of car keys. so was it the occasional grunt 
or nod coming from the general direc-
tion of your sullen spawn that gave your 
life purpose and meaning over the last 
five years? really? Well, in that case the 
good news is that nothing’s changed - for 
some time since, your life already lacked 
any significant purpose. so welcome to 
the sequel – Your Purposeless Life Part II. 
Feels a lot like the first movie, doesn’t it?

still, there’s no reason to be defeatist. 
You just need to understand how to operate 
your helicopter in this new terrain. but let 

me warn you against seeking guidance in 
self-help books like: I’ll Miss You Too – 
an Off-to-college Guide for Parents and 
students; don’t Tell Me What to do, Just 
send Money or the classic, Letting Go, 
now in its fifth edition. The titles tell you 
everything you need to know. These books 
are designed to ease parents through the 
separation process and encourage their 
children to become self-sufficient young 
adults. are you getting this? a successful 
transition to young adulthood, the creation 
of a self separate and apart from one’s 
family, healthy transitions to independence 
– these are all code for “We don’t need you 
anymore.” 

The disconcerting thing about these 
strategies is that if you follow them you 
will succeed in raising offspring who will 
be strong and independent enough to 
spread their wings and fly away, leaving 
you - you guessed it- back at the nest. 
and contrary to popular belief, it’s often 
not an empty nest; it’s one you’re likely 
to share with a strange middle-aged bird 
who is, as applicable, either balding or 
menopausal, (or possibly both) and in 
any event, grouchy. Thriving indepen-
dence may be well and good for our kids, 
but what about us, the ones left behind? 
Not much of a payback for all those years 
of dedication, sacrifice and, of course, 
hovering.

Which is why it is imperative to plant 
the seeds of self-doubt early enough so 
that by the time your child is college-
age, he will be paralyzed by the thought 
of making an important decision without 
you. and if you did not have the foresight 
to plant those seeds years ago there are 
still many things you can do to keep your 
little bird tethered to the nest, i.e., to “clip 
his wings” even after he’s flown the coop. 

It’s a given that you’re aware of the 
communication and surveillance equip-
ment at your disposal – that cordless 
umbilical cord, the cellphone, and video 
chat, the delightful innovation that 
allows you to speak to your student live 
while viewing him in his new habitat and 
checking up on the state of his personal 
hygiene. but here’s a few more tools to 
help you work the remote control:

Golden handcuffs - These have 
worked well in the corporate world and 
will keep your child dependent on you for 

years to come. deposits into her personal 
account should be made weekly, or even 
daily, conditioned upon regular commu-
nication or any other item on your agenda 
at the moment. 

Joint decision-making - all major 
decisions affecting your student should 
be made jointly, by which I mean by you 
and your spouse. Of course, if you really 
feel the need, you should consult with 
your child but decisions like which classes 
to take, what area to major in, whom to 
date, and which fraternity/sorority to join 
are just too critical to leave to the partly 
formed, beer-marinated brain of an eigh-
teen year old.

Get to know the teachers - It’s the 
only way to be sure you can undermine 
their relationship with your student. 
Keep in mind that you want your child to 
believe her parents are the only adults she 
can trust.

Find a local landing pad for the 
helicopter - If you have the financial 
resources, rent or buy an apartment near 
campus so you can drop by unannounced. 
This will keep your student in a state of 
constant anxiety and limit her ability to 
develop undesirable dependencies outside 
of the family such as drugs, alcohol, or 
lasting friendships. 

but even if these tactics fail, based on 
a recent survey of 1,200 college graduates 
conducted by Monster.com, 71% expect 
to be living with their parents for some 
time after graduation. Which means, 
odds are they’ll be back whatever you do 
but, then again, why take a chance. 

Alisa Singer’s humorous essays have appeared 
in a variety of print and online newspa-
pers and magazines across the country and 
in Canada She is the author of various gift 
books designed to entertain and amuse baby 
boomers. You can learn more about her 
work and purchase her books by visiting her 
website: www.AlisaSinger.com or contacting 
her at ASingerAuthor@gmail.com.

Your Purposeless Life – The Sequel
By Alisa Singer

www.AlisaSinger.com
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 HEALTH

It’s open 
enrollment season, 
the time for 
reviewing health 
care plans and 
benefit packages at 

work. so, keep these tips in mind as you 
select your benefits:

•     Know and understand what’s in your 
benefit package. Getting familiar with 
your current plan, the other plans your 
employer is offering, and any new 
options will help you make the best 
decision. Most people focus all their 
attention on the premium and copays, 
and forget to ask about things that they 
may not expect to be covered, such as 
wellness programs, health coaches, 
gym memberships and more. also, 
take time to understand the total cost 
of each benefit plan option if you’re 
offered more than one choice - it’s 
not just about the monthly premium 
deducted from your paycheck.

•     check to see if your doctor(s) is 
in-network. staying within your 
benefit plan’s care provider network is 
a great way to save on out-of-pocket 
costs. If you or your dependents have 
a doctor you see regularly, make sure 
he or she is part of the network for the 
health plan you choose during open 
enrollment. even if you don’t plan to 
make any changes to your benefits this 
year, it’s always good to ensure that 
your doctor is still in the network.

•     anticipate next year’s health expenses. 
If you are expecting any significant, 

predictable health events in the 
next year, such as a having a baby or 
surgery, you should compare costs for 
that treatment. Then you can estimate 
how much you would have to pay 
out of pocket and opt for a health 
savings account or Flexible spending 
account to pay for those expenses 
with before-tax dollars.

•     Take a quick health Insurance 101. 
There are a number of resources 
<http://www.healthcarelane.com/> 
available to help you better understand 
health insurance. Most people under-
stand terms like co-pay and deductible, 
but it’s important to also know what a 
formulary is, how a Flexible spending 
account (Fsa) differs from a health 
savings account, and how some well-
ness programs can put money back in 
your pocket.

•     don’t forget about prescriptions. 
Pharmacy programs may be the most-
used part of your health care benefits. 
Which drugs are covered and how 
much you pay for generic vs. brand-
name drugs may differ among health 
plans. be sure to check your health 
plan’s prescription drug reference 
guide to identify lower-cost phar-
macy options including generic drug 
and over-the-counter alternatives, 
discounts, mail service, and other 
money-saving opportunities.

Bill Golden, chief executive officer of 
UnitedHealthcare of New York

Tips for Choosing Your 
Health Benefits

By Bill Golden

Direct Hard Money 
Lender

T. 914.632.1243  •  Mon.-Fri. 10AM-6PM

14% Interest
1 Year Bridge Loans

$20,000-$1 Million
Secured by Real Estate
Immediate Answer 
Closing in 7 Days

Call G. Morales
914.632.1243

845.687.4700
UNDERGLASS MFG. BOX 81 HIGH FALLS, NY 12440

Under Glass Mfg. Corp.
is the exclusive
manufacturer 
of the original

Lord & Burnham  
Greenhouses & Solariums.
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1989 after acquiring the 

Lord & Burnham

product line.
Elegance & Function

“The growing environment 
cannot be compromised.”

ugmfg@aol.com
underglassusa.com

Special advertising opportunity for all 
small business. 1” high x 2” wide notice @ 
$15 per week for November and December. 
Send in ad copy now!

Special aDvertiSiNg opportuNity • Special aDvertiSiNg opportuNity

http://www.healthcarelane.com
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New York, NY -- The united 
hospital Fund honored the sisters of 
charity of New York, with its special 
Tribute, at its annual black-tie gala, held 
on Monday, October 4.  The sisters of 
charity were recognized for 200 years 
of serving needy New Yorkers through a 
comprehensive network of social services, 
education, advocacy, and health care 
institutions.

In 1817, three sisters of charity 
were sent to New York city to staff an 
orphanage, the beginning of the congre-
gation’s caring for New Yorkers. That was 
the first of a number of orphanages and 
child care agencies that the sisters created 
to meet the needs of a growing population 
of poor orphans. They also established 
schools and academies, building the 
foundation of New York’s parochial 
school system and, in 1847, founding 
what would later become the college of 
Mount st. Vincent. above all, from their 
earliest days, the sisters of charity played 
a central role in meeting the health care 
needs of New York’s poor.

It was the cholera epidemic of 1849 
that impelled the sisters of charity to 
open st. Vincent’s hospital in Manhattan, 
the first catholic hospital in New York 
city.  st. Vincent’s went on to provide 
innovative care for all who came through 
its doors for more than 160 years. One of 
the first hospitals to open a nursing school 
certified by the state board of regents, 
and one of the earliest responders to 
the aIds epidemic, st. Vincent’s also 
became a major provider of services to the 
homeless and the mentally ill. It was not 
the sisters’ only institution to reach out 
to New Yorkers. Whenever there was a 
need—whether to treat smallpox, tuber-
culosis, or other once-rampant infectious 
diseases, or to care for returning civil 
War soldiers—the sistersof charity 
responded, over time founding or admin-
istering thirteen hospitals throughout the 
greater New York area.

Today the sisters of charity continue 
to play a critical role in New York’s health 
care and social services, sponsoring 

important health care facilities and 
agencies: st. Joseph’s Medical center 
in Yonkers, an acute care hospital and 
nursing home; st. Vincent’s hospital 
Westchester, providing mental health and 
addiction recovery services; the New York 
Foundling, with a range of supportive and 
preventive services for at-risk children and 
their families; and the elizabeth seton 

Pediatric center, offering nursing care 
and rehabilitation for medically fragile 
children. The sisters and their growing 
network of lay collaborators also serve as 
doctors, nurses, therapists, and chaplains 
at health care facilities throughout the 
metropolitan area, and provide counseling 
in parish offices, social service agencies, 
and other community settings.

“The New York metropolitan area 
is known for being dynamic and ever-
changing, but one of the few constants 
over the past two centuries has been the 
caring provided by the sisters of charity,” 
said James r. Tallon, Jr., president of the 

united hospital Fund. “Their contribu-
tions are so omnipresent, it can be easy 
to take the sisters of charity for granted. 
but we shouldn’t. Their contributions to 
the lives of New Yorkers are profound, 
and we are pleased to have the opportu-
nity, through our special Tribute, to share 
some of their history of dedication and 
service.”

at the Gala, sister dorothy Metz, 
president of the sisters of charity of New 
York, accepted the tribute.

The Fund also honored Kenneth 
e. raske with the Fund’s health care 
Leadership award. and it recognized 
Paula L. and Leon root, Md, with 
its distinguished community service 
award, an award underwritten by TIaa-
creF, the leading provider of retirement 
services in the medical, academic, research, 
and cultural fields.

The gala was held at the Waldorf-
astoria hotel.  The event marks the 
opening of the Fund’s 132nd fund-raising 
campaign to support the Fund’s work to 
shape positive change in health care in 
New York.

The benefit chairman was J. barclay 
collins II, who is also chairman of the 
united hospital Fund.

The United Hospital Fund is a health 
services research and philanthropic orga-
nization whose mission is to shape positive 
change in health care for the people of New 
York.  For more information, visit www.
uhfnyc.org.

 

Sisters of Charity Given Special Tribute for Two Centuries of 
Caring for New Yorkers

Kenneth Raske (recipient of the Health Care Leadership Award), James Tallon (President of United 
Hospital Fund), Sister Dorothy Metz (who accepted the Special Tribute on behalf of the Sisters of 

Charity) , J. Barclay Collins II (Chairman of United Hospital Fund), Paula L. and Leon Root, MD 
(recipients of the Distinguished Community Service Award), and Edward Van Dolsen (of TIAA-

CREF, which underwrites the Distinguished Community Service Award, which he presented).

Sister Dorothy, having accepted the award, 
addressing the crowd of nearly 800 in the 

Waldorf-Astoria’s Grand Ballroom.

(L-R): J. Barclay Collins II, chairman 
of United Hospital Fund, Sister Dorothy 

(with the award), and James Tallon, 
president of United hospital Fund.

(L-R): Sister Connie Brennan, Sister 
Jane Iannucelli, and Sister Dorothy Metz 

joined by two United Hospital Fund 
board members, the Most Rev. Joseph 

M. Sullivan and Mary Schachne.

 PEOPLE

www.uhfnyc.org
www.uhfnyc.org
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Berlin has had a more wrenching 
history than most cities on earth. No 
european city in recent times has changed 
as much, in the process transforming itself 
from a divided geopolitical anomaly into 
a modern mainstream capital and under-
going a major overhaul at every level. Old 
landmarks have been renovated, new ones 
acquired and others wiped out altogether, 
including what was once the most famous 
berlin landmark of them all, the Wall. It 
was a divided city during the cold War 
when soviet and american tanks faced 
off at checkpoint charlie and, finally, the 
biggest historical moment of all – in 1989 
the Berlin Wall fell. Out of such chaos 
has grown a city that is adaptable in the 
extreme. Its waves of immigrants, expats 
and creatives ensure that tolerance is its 
greatest value.

Is there anything left of the Wall?, 
the first question many visitors ask. The 
answer is not much. a short section has 
been preserved and is in pristine condi-
tion. however, there is a stretch of the 
Wall called the East Side Gallery, the 
longest surviving section and the world’s 
largest open-air gallery, showing the 
work of 118 artists from 21 countries. I 
stood gazing up at the artwork, some 
touching and evocative, some irreverent 
and some very much of the moment. No 
trip to berlin would be complete without 
coming and paying homage to this most 
iconic site.

I flew to Germany on Air Berlin, the 
country’s second largest airline. Preparing 
myself to arrive and immediately need 
a long, restful snooze, I was glad to find 

that this was not the case and I hit the 
ground running. Why? With one of the 
newest fleets of any airline, my flight was 
superior in all ways. From the moment I 
boarded, I felt I was in good hands and 
would be well cared for. (I was). The food 
was inventive and quite good, the seats 
cozy, and the thick, plush comforter that I 
snuggled under was icing on the cake. No 
jet lag for me.

I checked into the A&O Mitte Hotel, 
budget-priced but with all the amenities 
necessary for a comfortable stay. The lobby 
was pretty and modern and my room had 
everything I needed, a reading light above 
the bed, fresh white bed linens, an ample 
desk, windows that opened wide to cool 
breezes, an Internet café and it included a 
TV! annette Kuhner at the a&O Mitte 
was most helpful and efficient and made 
my stay particularly pleasant. Livening up 
the place: robert, the handsome on-site 
Karaoke-man. he showed patience and 
forbearance as I struggled (and embar-
rassed myself ) belting out “rocky 
Mountain high.” (Note to self: don’t 
try that again!). My breakfast the next 
morning offered delectable rolls, a selec-
tion of cold cuts, cheese, juice and good, 
strong coffee. Oh, and berliners! (That’s 
the German word for danish pastry). 
shall we now, finally, put to rest memo-
ries of the gaffe President Kennedy made 
when he visited this city and proclaimed 
“Ich Bin Ein Berliner?” Oh well, the crowd 
loved him anyway - loved him so much, 
in fact, that they’ve built, in his honor, the 
fascinating Kennedy Museum, a collec-
tion containing an impressive mix of 
personal items, historical documents and 
private and political photos which provide 
an insight into the continuing fascination 
of this family.

Much To Do About…Everything!
I only had three days in berlin 

but I tried to see as many of the not-
to-be-missed sights as I could. The 
Brandenburg Gate is berlin’s signature 
icon and once marked the turbulent divi-
sion of east and West berlin. It now 
stands at the head of a pedestrian plaza 
just blocks from the German Parliament. 
This Neo-classical structure, located in 

former east berlin, stood watch over a 
divided city until the Wall came down. 
The Gate is reached by walking down one 
of berlin’s most famous streets, Unter den 
Linden, a grand boulevard lined with 18th 
century buildings restored after WWII. 

From here various new landmarks 
catch the eye: the postmodern towers of 
Potsdamer Platz, the Memorial to the 
Murdered Jews of Europe, and Norman 
Foster’s revamped Reichstag complete 
with a visitable glass cupola. a walk to the 
top is a must. What makes a visit to these 
landmarks vastly important is that they 
all lie along the line of the former Wall 
and, in one way or another, are intended 
to heal that wound of history and stitch 
the city back together. Other post-Wall 
additions to the landscape include the 
Judisches Museum in the hip Kreuzberg 
neighborhood – housed in a remarkable 
building by daniel Libeskind, a whole 
slew of new embassies, and a huge new 
Berlin Hauptbahnhof, europe’s largest 
railway station.

berlin has more art galleries than any 
other city in europe and is a hot spot 
for rising artists. Museum Island is a 
uNescO World heritage site, europe’s 
largest connected museum area. There 
are five museums in this complex: The 

Old National Gallery with ancient Greek 
and roman artifacts, The bode Museum 
containing a vast collection of sculptures, 
The Neues Museum with egyptian works 
of art including the renowned sculpture 
of one of the most famous women in 
the world: Nefertiti, The altes Museum, 
built by this city’s greatest architect, Karl 
Friedrich schinkel and The Pergamon 
Museum replete with babylonian antiq-
uities. add to all of this culture the fact 
that berlin’s nightlife is akin to a religious 
rite and dining here offers a sumptuous 
smorgasbord of choices, what you’ve got 
is a new, scintillating, international city 
that begs to be discovered.

berlin is beautiful, bustling, and brim-
ming with things to see and do. It also 
happens to be just under an hour by fast 
train – DB Bahn - to another city that the 
New York Times has designated Number 
10 in its list of “31 Places to go in 2010” 
– Leipzig!

a train from berlin to Leipzig takes 
under an hour on the Fast Train and one 
has the thrill of arriving in its central 
station or hauptbahnhof which under-
went modernization in the mid-90s, 
making it one of the most modern railway 
stations anywhere. It contains a three-

Continued on page 17 

Willkommen, Bienvenue, Welcome
By Barbara Barton Sloane

The Bandenburg Gate

A remnant of the Berlin Wall
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Continued from page 16 
storey shopping mall built in 1997 

and houses about 140 stores and restau-
rants open almost around the clock.

A Place of Limes
back in the 7th-9th centuries, a group 

of slavic settlers who venerated the lime 
tree founded Leipzig which means “Place 
of Limes.” I can’t promise you’ll see many 
lime trees there today but you can count 
on being surrounded by innumerable 
green parks filled with stately trees, lush 
plantings and placid ponds filled with 
ducks and swans. We rode bikes through 
a park just across the street from our hotel 
and found it a very pleasant way to feel 
truly a part of the action.

Music, Music, Music
With musical roots that go back to the 

13th century, in this city you feel the power 
of music everywhere – in the streets and 
squares, in concert halls and in the many
authentic places where famous composers 
and musicians lived and worked. among 
the many great names: Johann sebastian
bach, Felix Mendelssohn, clara and 
robert schumann, richard Wagner and 
Gustav Mahler. a few other stunning bits 
of musicalia: the St. Thomas Boys Choir 
has a proud tradition of almost 800 years 
and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra 
is the oldest symphony orchestra in the 
world!

Happy Birthday Herr Bach
The bach Museum, renovated over 

the past two years, reopened this March 
for bach’s 325th birthday. at st. Thomas 
church, bach became the choirmaster 
and remained in this position for 27 

creative years until his death. during this 
time, he wrote outstanding music such as 
the christmas Oratorio and st. Matthew 
Passion as well as the art of Fugue, Mass 
in b minor, many cantatas, and countless 
musical gems far too numerous to name.

One of my fondest experiences in 
Leipzig was attending an open-air picnic/
concert put on by the Gawandhaus 
Orchestra. The sun was setting, turning 
the sky pink and gold as we spread blan-
kets on the grass, the better to meet 
and chat with one’s supine neighbors 
and share a glass of bubbly. The concert 
opened with the rousing “Kaiser Waltz” 

by Johann strauss, loud and lilting. We 
had to restrain ourselves from jumping 
up and whirling around on the grass 
but one adorable child named Yara, ein 
schönes Mädchen aus Leipzig ( a pretty little 
Leipzig girl) did just that. she hopped 
and danced around our blanket like a tiny, 
blond woodland sprite, a perfect accessory 
to the lilting strauss waltz!

That evening seemed to sum up in 
one happy bundle my entire travel expe-
rience…exciting, inviting, and above 
all, welcoming. To quote Gerd harry 
Lybke, owner of the eige + art, one of 
the most influential galleries in Germany, 
“Leipzig is a town of students, musicians 
and artists. It has a history of welcoming 
strangers. In the middle of nowhere, 

between Frankfurt and Prague, Leipzig 
was the marketplace where travelers met.” 
he added, “The second time you come to 
Leipzig, you are considered one of us.”

Photos by and courtesy of Michael 
sloane / Michael sloane Photography.

as beauty/Fashion editor barbara 
barton sloane keeps us informed on 
the capricious and engaging fashion and 
beauty scene. 

Travel Editor Barbara Barton Sloane is 
constantly globe-hopping to share her unique 
experiences with our readers; from the exotic 
to the sublime. As Beauty/Fashion Editor 
she keeps us informed on the capricious and 
engaging fashion and beauty scene. 

St. Thomas Boys Choir

If you go to Berlin:
Hotels for the Budget Conscious
A&O Berlin Mitte A&O Berlin Friedrichshain 
127-129 Kopenicker Str. 73 Boxhagenere Str. 
www.aohostels.com www.aohostels.com

Luxury Hotels, Berlin
The Brandenburger Hof  The Westin Grand 
www.brandenburger-hof.com www.westingrandberlin.com
The Grand Hyatt  The Ritz Carlton  
www.Hyatt.com www.ritzcarlton.com

Restaurants
Fischers Fritz  Vox 
www.fischersfritzberlin.com www.vox-restaurant.de
Brasserie Desbrosses 
www.desbrosses.de

Of Interest
The Kennedy Museum Berlin Tourism
www.thekennedys.de www.visitBerlin.de

If you go to Leipzig
Hotel for the Budget Conscious
A&O Hotel Leipzig Hauptbahnhof 
2 Brandenburger Str. 
www.aohostels.com

Restaurant
Auerbachs Keller 
www.auerbachs-keller-lelipzig.de

Of Interest
St. Thomas Church Leipzig Tourism 
www.thomaskirche.de www.ltm-lelipzig.de
Air Berlin 
www.airberlin.com

Willkommen, Bienvenue, Welcome
 Travel

www.desbrosses.de
www.auerbachs-keller-lelipzig.de 
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stone ridge, 
NY -- selling func-
tional art takes a bit 
of finesse, especially 
when it’s unique, 

originally designed furniture. a group 
of artisans known as the hudson Valley 
Furniture Makers (hVFM) promote 
their work with a two fold approach: be 
visible as makers and reach outside their 
niche clientele.

Last weekend hVFM held their 
third annual exhibition and sale here 
that lasted  four  days. The timing of the 
show was intentionally geared to day-
cation folks traveling through the area to 
catch the fall regalia. Opening night saw 
a steady crowd pouring into the large, 
airy space of the high Meadow school 
where the furniture was expressly placed 
for optimal accessibility. You could run 
your hands along the fine grained wood, 
ease yourself down into sleek-lined chairs, 
rest your elbows on solid, dramatic dining 
tables. Like a large, elegant car showroom, 
each artist/salesperson stood by their 
work, prepared to explain the materials 
and the process. 

“You can walk around the furniture 
and have a fuller experience,” said Michael 
Puryear, a long time furniture maker and 
hVFM member. “In this type of set up it 
is important for us to be visible and sell 
ourselves as makers.”

There’s a reason for the personal 
touch. The work takes several months to 
be crafted, a period of time preceded by 

years of waiting for a chunk of wood to 
dry out before you even place your hands 
on it. Part of the “sales pitch” is educating 
a potential customer about the process 
which hopefully evolves into a working, 
artist-client relationship. clients under-
stand that they become integral to the 
process which includes their input on the 
original design and choice of materials. 
drawings are then rendered and small 
scale models are built. Finally materials 
are cut, molded, sanded, ebonized and 
joined. 

What is inherent in all of these hand-
crafted pieces of furniture is a deep respect 
for the wood. The makers pay homage to 
the lilting veins of the grain, the dramatic 
sap lines and energized splits and cracks. 
The end result is a captivating work of 

functional art where the element of nature 
is fully embraced. 

Prices for these one-of-a-kind furni-
ture starts at $1000 and goes as high as 
$50,000. If you’re in the market, this is 
anything but impulse buying. Key selling 
points here are durability and integrity.  

“You can buy a table at IKea for 
$2000 and in five years it’s scratched 
and will need refinishing,” said furniture 
maker rob hare, who makes and sells 
dining tables for as much as $40,000. 
“The finish on my furniture will still be 
there in 200 years.”

The group meets monthly, pays dues 
and shares tips from everything about 
good tools to competitions to trade shows. 
The meetings also provide a professional 
camaraderie that counters the solitary, 
long hours each spends working in their 
studios. They occasionally work with artist 
marketing consultant Nicole carroll who 
promotes the annual show with print ads 
and radio spots. This year the group hired 
graphic designer donna calcavecchio 
who created their poster and postcards. 
The group runs on a shoe string budget 
but manages to keep up a website, adver-
tise and exhibit on a yearly basis.

“The idea of the group is mainly 
business,” said Josh Finn, who started 
the group three years ago. “I don’t have 
enough time, energy or money to put on 
a solo show, but as a group we can pool 
our resources and have a group show. It’s 
much more efficient.” 

The work at the show was diverse 
and showed each individual maker’s  
own aesthetic expression of form and 

function. From the graceful lines of 
Michael Puryear’s tables to rob hare’s 
tasteful mix of wood and metal to the 
complex pieces of Johnny Poux who uses 
hardwood, stainless steel and concrete. 
some work was more organic than others. 
Kieran Kinsella’s sculptural stools and 
side tables are like sturdy, hunks of solid 
wood that translate into gravity based 
shapes made without glue or joinery.  Jeff 

Johnson’s curiously globular spheres are 
precariously balanced to form a small 
pedestal  table.

each of the thirteen members of 
hVFM has their own website which can 
be accessed through the group website 
www.hvfurnituremakers.com.

Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance 
journalist who writes about current, local 
news, environmental issues, art, entertain-
ment and food. She teaches writing and 
literature at Marist College. 

Artisan Entrepreneurs: A New Breed of Marketing 
By Abby Luby

Dovetail stool by Johnny Poux

Stool by Kieran Kinsella

Pedestal Table “PT1”  by Jeff Johnson

Table by Rob Hare at the HVFM show

Black Cradenza by Andrew Hunter

www.hvfurnituremakers.com.
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Westchester, NY 
-- Joanna cohlan, 
proprietor of Fresh 
eyes For Your home, 
a full service deco-
rating company, based 
in Westchester county 
has always believed 
that it is possible to 

transform your house, and make it irre-
sistible to a buyer or merely enjoy it much 
more for yourself. cohlan, who started 
in the financial world earning her Mba 
degree in l979, met with a recognizable 
amount of success in that career but it did 
not, in her words, fire her passion. 

To gain credentials in design, cohlan 
attended the FIT (Fashion Institute of 
Technology) and earned her certifica-
tion.  she could now work with people 
who wanted to define and enhance their 
interiors (decorating) as well as those who 
needed to prepare their homes for sale 
(staging.)  she started her current deco-
rating business in 2005, and immediately 
received clients through referrals.  Many 
had seen her home in chappaqua and were 

impressed by her aesthetic.  she joined a 
business networking group, hooked up 
with a creative realtor, and the referrals 
began to build.  sellers needed to compete 
and new buyers needed to nest. a strong 

project manager. cohlan does some really 
good work when she can help a client 
overwhelmed with the prospect of sale.  
she helps them put one foot in front of the 
other to get their homes resale ready; this 
is what is meant by organizing the staging 
event, with the goal to sell the house.

To cohlan, staging means making a 
house best in class – “decluttering” enough 
so that it is not the “stuff ” that makes the 
first impression, but the house itself.   For 
example, cohlan believes in maximizing 

a property, rather than neutralizing and 
taking personality away.  she carefully culls 
through a homeowner’s things and uses 
only those pieces that enhance the space 
and help potential buyers imagine them-

selves living there. “undecorating” does 
not mean taking the personality out of a 
house--it means helping the features of the 
house draw the attention.

“I think it takes a designer to under-
stand how to maximize a house. I respect 
the architecture because I’ve been trained 
in proportion and scale.  I know that 
form follows function and I impart what 
is necessary to help my clients without 
imposing my own personality in the 
process,” said the decorator.

cohlan works well with new home-
owners who need the confidence to visually 
express themselves and are confused by 
the options available to them.  selecting 
fabrics, tiles, and paint color can be over-
whelming and confusing, and she helps 
simplify that process.  she works in any 
style and within any budget because good 
taste takes many forms.

she  works on a fee-based schedule, not 
as a percentage of the budget, unlike others 
in her field.  she passes trade discounts 
along to her clients and never exceeds their 
budgets.  she is careful to avoid surprises 
and is always listening for clues from her 
clients.

Learn more: www.fresheyesfory-
ourhome.com

What You Should Be Doing To Sell Your House

Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review:  “The Social Network” (+)
This docudrama has been hailed as a gem by most critics and a picture that is on its way to becoming a cult film.  I agree.  The script 

is based on a book, “The accidental billionaires,” by ben Mezrich and a brilliant screenplay by aaron sorkin.  The incidents stated as 
facts are subject to libel laws and, so far as I know, no one has disputed them. 

The central figure is currently the principal owner and founder of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg ( Jesse eisenberg), who is currently 
the youngest billionaire on the planet.  We meet him at harvard where he uses his computer to embarrass his girlfriend, erica (rooney 
Mara), who has just ended their relationship.  he smears her by calling her a bitch on his blogs and then posts photos of sorority girls 
stating who is hot and not.  Out of that comes an idea, not yet clear in his nerdy mind.  a precursor to Facebook.

Mark’s computer genius is recognized by two young socialite campus guys who are also on the harvard crew team: identical twins 
Tyler and cameron Winklevoss (both played by armie hammer).  They hire him to develop their idea, also a progenitor to Facebook, 
and later sue him for stealing their proposal.  another suit is later brought by Mark’s close friend, eduardo saverin (andrew Garfield), an 
exceptionally good actor, whom Mark hired as chief financial officer of Facebook, splitting ownership of the new business 70-30 percent, 
with Mark to have the lion’s share. 

Through flashbacks and a pre-trial proceeding at which all of the suing parties and their lawyers appear, all of the contract breaches 
that allegedly occurred on the part of Mark are laid out.  They were primarily aided and abetted by the well-known sean Parker, 
co-creator of Napster.  (remember free music?)  Parker is superbly portrayed by Justin Timberlake.

The flashbacks include parties at harvard and in california, some of which involve drunken brawls, sniffing cocaine off the body 
of a girl, and a police raid.  The film’s director, david Fincher, has a tornado touch.  I enjoyed the chatter and every movie frame which 
was quickly followed by endless entertaining scenes, including an affair that eduardo is having with a young woman who appears to be 
psychotic.  she tries to set his bed on fire.  a wild sex scene in a bathroom cubicle is also included.      all in all, “The social Network” is 
quite a ride. The crawl at the end of the movie reports on the outcome of the trials, which although easily known if you use a computer, 
I won’t divulge.  I saw the picture at the aMc Loews Kips bay Theater located at the corner of 31st street and 2nd avenue.

 INTERIOR DESIGN
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review:  “Nuremberg” (+)
For reasons no one knows, this film was commissioned by the united states.  It was never used and eventually lost.  Years later it was found in 

Germany and the missing dialogue was added.  That dialogue was available, of course, because the trial of the 20 major Nazi figures who included 
hermann Goring, rudolf hess and Martin bormann in absentia was still available. 

The discovery of the movie was due to the effort of stuart schulberg.  he reduced the footage of the trial, which went on from November 1945 to 
October 1946, to an hour and a half.  Interestingly, the reconstructed film putting all the parts together was done by sandra schulberg, daughter of the 
original director.  she selected what was included in the original, lost film.  It now has a voiceover by Liev schreiber, providing translations of German 
documents introduced at the trial to establish that they, hitler included, all knew and participated in the four counts brought against the Nazis.  all but 
three – Von Papen, schacht and Fritzsche -- were found guilty.

each of the four major countries that fought the Nazis – the united states, Great britain, France and the soviet union – had a great lawyer 
representing them who was given the task of establishing the four counts.  Former u.s. supreme court judge robert h. Jackson represented the u.s.  
The soviet union, represented by roman andreyevich rudenko, brought the last count of crimes against humanity.  each count was established 
by German documents and films depicting the atrocities, including the concentration camps and the earlier gas chambers which included the use of 
carbon exhaust from cars.

Continued on page 16

Movie Review: “Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps” (-)
This long-awaited sequel to the original 1987 “Wall street” film is a bore.
The director, Oliver stone, had so much material to use as a result of the meltdown and Great recession which began in december 2007 

and was declared to have ended in June 2009, according to the National bureau of economic research. Instead, the picture is a mishmash, and 
a sometimes incomprehensible journey of subplots with stereotyped characters used primarily to display the face of greed. 

The worst caricature is that of an old Jewish financier, Julie (eli Wallach), who has a central european-Jewish inflection in his voice. his 
appearance, comments and inexplicable whistling are bizarre. he is not in his actions a bad guy. however, he looks like he is ready to take the 
stage as Fagin.

Oliver stone recently apologized for saying that the “Jewish domination of the media” has prevented adolf hitler and the holocaust from 
being viewed “in context.” To what context was he referring? Pray tell me, how his apology undoes the damage of his strange comments?

I believe there is a great movie yet to be made on the Great recession, indeed one with enough material for two sequels, detailing what 
caused our President, secretary of the Treasury and most financial leaders to support spending billions, perhaps trillions, of dollars to keep the 
stock market and banking system of the u.s. from a melt down, instead of allowing bankruptcy courts to resolve the crisis. 

In order to prevent ordinary citizens from allegedly losing their proverbial shirts, the u.s. was required to bail out financial giants, while 
many in the middle class lost their jobs and savings. We were told that not doing so would destroy the u.s. economy and its citizens. “Too big 
to fail” became the catchword. 

I’m not an authority on Wall street. I don’t know whether the prediction of the democratic and republican experts as to what would happen if we ignored their advice was true or false. I 
do know that the rich got richer and the financial position of those on Wall street has become even more secure. The middle and lower economic classes, however, have suffered what appears 
to be a permanent reduction in lifestyle and standard of living for them and their children.

None of this was explained or even discussed in the “Wall street” sequel. Instead, we see Gordon Gekko (Michael douglas) leaving prison after serving an eight-year sentence. he has been 
deserted by his daughter, Winnie (carey Mulligan), who despises him for having failed his son, rudy, who died of a drug overdose. (rudy is only mentioned in the film.)

Gekko encounters a man who introduces himself as his future son-in-law, Jake (shia Labeouf). Jake is an ambitious, conscientious Wall streeter looking to invest in green energy. he is 
selected for further wealth and power by bretton James ( Josh brolin), a really evil Wall streeter. Later a motorcycle race between the two takes place which has no meaning or connection to 
the plot. 

The best part of the film was the aerial photography showing off the magnificent architecture of New York city. as a.O. scott of The Times put it, the director of photography, rodrigo 
Prieto “turn[s] the city into a dazzling jewel box.” I was especially delighted because many of the buildings were planned or constructed during my administration. I believed then and now that 
real estate development is New York city’s major industry.

I honestly couldn’t wait for the lights to go up and free me to leave the theater. don’t waste your time seeing this picture. I was thinking of giving you a stock tip, but fortunately for you, I 
don’t have any. My money is managed by professionals; otherwise, I would have lost it all a long time ago.

henry stern said: “I don’t admire Oliver stone, either. his most tendentious movie was JFK, in which he alleged that the mafia, the FbI, and many others, including LbJ, were in on the 
conspiracy. a Times critic wrote discerningly that if all these people were plotters, why didn’t they just kill Oliver stone and prevent the movie from being made. It would have been much 
easier to do than killing President Kennedy.

“as far as this movie is concerned, I really liked it. The film was fast-paced, credible and interesting to watch. The motorcycle race showed that both the hero and the villain were jocks, not 
nerds. revenge was a major motive in the film, of course served cold. The photography of New York office architecture was spectacular. Those critics who wanted to explain the whole recession 
are asking too much. stock manipulation and lying about artificial products like derivatives and credit default swaps are rightfully denounced.  

“I recommend Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps.  I even liked the title, it reminded me of Sleepless in Seattle.”

 INTERIOR DESIGN
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One has to wonder 
if reuters reporter 
Julie steenhuysen 
will soon be joining 
the millions of other 
americans relegated 
to Obama’s swelling 
unemployment lines. 

she evidently didn’t get the media memo 
last week and violated the goose-stepping 
left’s Orwellian requirement that we 
all adhere to obtuse notions of political 
correctness.

having contracted a rare case of 
journalistic objectivity, Ms. steenhuysen 

penned a story that dared to detail a 
recent centers for disease control and 
Prevention study on homosexuality.

The study exposed the jaw-dropping 
fact that one-in-five “gay” and “bisexual” 
men in american cities have been infected 
with hIV/aids. Needless to say, this 
scandalous revelation completely blows 
out of the water, the left’s morally relative, 
propagandist line that homosexuality is 
“normal, natural and good.”

To believers, it’s never surprising 
when modern science serves to validate 
the transcendent truths found in scripture 
(not that God’s truth needs validating.)

James 1:15 warns: “Then when lust 
has conceived, it brings forth sin: and sin, 
when it is finished, brings forth death.”

Indeed, it seems the common moniker 
“homosexual lifestyle” has it exactly back-
wards. as opponents of the extremist 
“gay” lobby have long illustrated, homo-
sexuality falls dead center within our 
nation’s burgeoning culture of death.

First, take that feminist rite of passage: 
abortion. due to a national lack of sexual 
self-governance, in 2010 we find that – 
post roe v. Wade – 50 million of God’s 
precious children have been slaughtered 
at satan’s altar of euphemistic “choice.”

Moreover, millions of self-styled 
“gay” men have – as a direct result of 
homosexual conduct – died from aIds, 
syphilis, hepatitis and all other forms of 
homosexually transmitted disease.

romans 1:26-27, which Obama 
once comically called an “obscure passage 
in romans,” addresses the homosexual 
deathstyle: “because of this, God gave 
them over to shameful lusts. even their 
women exchanged natural relations for 
unnatural ones. In the same way the 
men also abandoned natural relations 
with women and were inflamed with lust 
for one another. Men committed inde-
cent acts with other men, and received 
in themselves the due penalty for their 
perversion.”

It’s tragic when people yield to disor-
dered sexual temptations that can literally 

kill them spiritually, emotionally and 
physically. Nobody with any compas-
sion enjoys watching others “[receive] 
in themselves the due penalty for their 
perversion.” but a corollary to free will is 
living – or dying – with the choices we’ve 
made.

another problem lies in the fact that 
far too many christians have contrib-
uted to the dilemma by failing to speak 
truth, in love, on the issue of homosexu-
ality (pastors with “gay” congregants and 
family members, I’m talking to you). 
Nobody likes to be unfairly labeled a 
hater, “homophobe” or bigot, but fear 
of such attacks offers no justification for 
failing to speak truth in love. There are 
even self-professed christians today who 
inexcusably join in with the secular-left in 
affirming homosexual sin as a good thing. 
There’s a word for these types: apostate.

There’s no wiggle room here. If you 
defend or seek to justify homosexual 
conduct, you defy God. Not good. as I 
recall, he’s got a little something to say 
about “causing one of these little ones” to 
sin.

but even if you choose not to acknowl-
edge biblical truth, you’re still left without 
excuse. as the cdc has once again veri-
fied, if you affirm or defend homosexual 
behavior as “normal, natural and good,” 
you also defy science. You’re on the wrong 
side of history, let alone reality.

What is it about this particular 
Pc-protected practice that causes so 
many otherwise intelligent people to 
become blinded blathering buffoons?

Let’s say we had a group of people 
who defined their identity based upon 
a penchant for running headlong into 
brick walls. Oh, we’ll call them, “Wallies.” 
(Wally pride, baby!)

as significant percentages of Wallies 
began to drop dead, or suffer irrevers-
ible brain damage, do you suppose the 
left would demand tolerance for such 
behavior? do you think they’d begin 
handing out bicycle helmets in elemen-
tary schools, telling kids to practice safe 

walling? With liberals, anything’s possible, 
but I’m more inclined to think that even 
the moonbat left might agree that people 
tending toward such behavior would be 
best served to simply avoid running head-
long into walls altogether.

I don’t mean to be flip (okay, maybe 
a little flip) but can someone please tell 
me why on earth the left insists that we 
“tolerate” homosexual behavior while – as 
the cdc has once again confirmed – it 
continues to have results similar to brick 
walling?

We throw paper-thin latex condoms 
at kids who struggle with same-sex attrac-
tion and tell them: “You’re gay! embrace 
who you are. Gay pride, baby!”

We push them out onto a paper-thin 
latex tightrope with a one-in-five chance 
they’ll plummet to their death.

What in the name of all things sacred 
are we doing? One-in-five with aIds? 
seriously? If five people got into a car and 
were told that one of them wasn’t going 
to survive the drive, how quickly do you 
suppose they’d scatter?

unnatural behaviors beget natural 
consequences. scripture admonishes: “For 
the wages of sin is death, but the free gift 
of God is eternal life in christ Jesus our 
Lord.” romans 6:23.

do you consider yourself “gay” or 
lesbian? as untold thousands of ex-gays 
will tell you, you don’t have to be. It’s my 
most sincere prayer that going forward 
you’ll choose christ over sin: Life over 
death.

You think sexual “freedom” makes you 
happy? You should experience the true 
freedom that comes through abiding in 
he who is “the way, the truth and the life.”

That’s liberation.     
(If you struggle with unwanted same-

sex attraction, please visit the Web site for 
Parents and Friends of ex-Gays and Gays 
(PFOX – www.pfox.org).   

Matt Barber is an attorney concentrating 
in constitutional law. He is author of the 
book “The Right Hook – From the Ring to 
the Culture War” and serves as Director of 
Cultural Affairs with Liberty Counsel. Send 
comments to Matt at jmattbarber@comcast.
net / Facebook.com/jmattbarber / Twitter @
jmattbarber (This information is provided for 
identification purposes only.)  

The “Gay” Deathstyle
J. Matt Barber

Movie Review:  
“Nuremberg” (+)
Continued from page 15

What is especially striking at this time 
– to me – is that 55 years after World War 
II, we see anti-semitism rising in europe.  
In France, there is harassment and expul-
sion by the French of the roma (gypsies), a 
group subject to death by the Nazis.  We see 
an Islamist terrorist president of Iran threat-
ening to obliterate the Jewish state of Israel.  
When the united states asked that dele-
gates leave the united Nations when Iranian 
President Mahmoud ahmadinejad spoke, 
only 35 nations left the hall and walked out 
with the u.s.

What have we learned from the judg-
ment at Nuremberg that took place 55 years 
ago?  apparently not enough.

don’t confuse this movie with 
the hollywood  picture, “Judgment at 
Nuremberg.”  “Nurenberg,” now playing at 
the Film Forum on West houston street, is 
the real thing and should not be missed.

Visit the Mayor at the Movies 
website to view and read Mr Koch’s 
archive chock full of reviews
Let me know your thoughts at 
eikoch@bryancave.com.
The Honorable Edward Irving Koch 
served New York City as its 105th 
Mayor from 1978  to  1989.
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It’s Not Too Late To Fix Albany!

I wasn’t sure if this documentary 
on eric clapton would shed any light 
about his (already) well documented 
past, not to mention the reality that 
a vast majority of these documen-
tary’s are typically boring, not this 
one! clapton’s covered a lot of musical 
territories and has been recognized by 
his peers and critics throughout his 
career. rolling stone Magazine rates 
eric the fourth greatest guitarist of all 
time, and fifty-third on their Greatest 
artists of all Time. ec has also been 
inducted into the rock and roll hall 
of Fame- three times!

clapton’s moods and styles have 
changed over the years, but for the 
most part he’s remained rooted and 
loyal to the blues. This documentary 
focuses on eric’s developmental years, 
his thirst for the american blues 
music, his dislike for being disin-
genuous to blues, and more. There’s 
vintage snapshots and video footage 
from most of the bands clapton 
performed with during the sixties, and 
the interviews segments are very well 
blended with these rare performances 
that will hold your interest throughout 
and will not have you looking for the 
fast-forward button on your dVd 
remote. 

While some of the early video 
clips are (as expected) not of vivid 
clarity, they are still fascinating to 
observe a very young ec formulating 
his craft, and shows how advanced 
his guitar playing was during his time 
with Yardbirds, plus there’s a great 
segment with the Yardbirds backing 
sonny boy Williamson. how he 
raised the bar further during his tenure 
with the Grandfather of british blues 
with John Mayall’s bluesbreakers. 
Onward with the enormous successes 
with the explosive (in more ways than 

one) popularity of the power blues-
rock group cream, and closes the 
sixties with super-group blind Faith. 
unfortunately there’s little spoken 
about ec’s time with delaney & 
bonnie which I would have liked to 
have seen and known more about.

The dVd also includes new inter-
views with musicians and performers 
including John Mayall, Paul Jones, 
Neil Innes, Tom McGuiness, chris 
dreja, Top Topham, ben Palmer, 
dave Kelly and cream producer bill 
halverson, plus insight from cream 
biographer chris Welch, Yardbirds 

biographer alan clayson and uncut 
magazine’s contributing editor, Nigel 
Williamson.

bottom line, I found this dVd to 
be highly entertaining, insightful and 
fast paced, the two hours just flew by, 
which should give you a pretty good 
idea as to why this documentary is 
well worth your hard earned dollars 
and time. enjoy!

Bob Putignano is host of WFDU’s 
Sounds of Blue, www.SoundsofBlue.
com the most pledged to program for three 
consecutive years 

THE SOUNDS OFBlue By Bob Putignano

eric clapton “The 1960’s review” 
dVd MVd Video—an excellent 
blues-rockumentary

 MUSIC
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rick sanchez was 
fired by cNN last 
week. The October 
2nd New York Times 
reported that sanchez 
was terminated, “…a 
day after telling a radio 
interviewer that Jon 

stewart was a bigot and that ‘everybody 
that runs cNN is a lot like stewart.’ The 
latter comment was made shortly after Mr. 
stewart’s faith, Judaism, was invoked.”

The Times also reported that during the 
interview sanchez “repeatedly suggested 
that he had experienced subtle forms of 
discrimination in his television career,” 
alleging “a lot of elite Northeast establish-
ment liberals viewed him as someone who 
belongs in the second tier and not the top 
tier.” The conversation became sharper 
when, as The Times reported, “One of the 
co-hosts of the radio show brought up the 
fact that Mr. stewart was a Jew, saying to 
Mr. sanchez that he was a minority, ‘as 
much as you are.’ sanchez responded ‘Yeah, 
yeah, very powerless people.’ he let out a 
high-pitched laugh, and stated, ‘everybody 
that runs cNN is a lot like stewart. and a 
lot of people who run all the other networks 
are a lot like stewart. and to imply that 
somehow they -- the people in this country 
who are Jewish – are an oppressed minority? 
Yeah.”

according to the Times, “under the 
channel’s former president, Jonathan Klein, 
he [sanchez] was rewarded with more air 
time, most recently a two-hour block in the 
afternoons.” The Times went on, “Mr. Klein 
was fired last week.” I will add, by another 
one of those Jews to whom Mr. sanchez 
was alluding.

Why do I mention all this? because 
some time ago Mr. sanchez invited me to 
appear on his program. The major question 
he asked me was whether Jews have a dual 
loyalty, to Israel and the u.s.? The question 
was not intended as friendly. I answered 
it the same way that I had answered the 

same question by a group of christian 
congressmen at a prayer breakfast when I 
was a member of congress. I told them, you 
never ask that question of Italian, German 
or Polish-americans (I should have also 
included cuban-americans) who treasure 
their ancestry, traditions and the countries 
from which their ancestors came; you only 
ask it of Jews. Let me tell you why the secu-
rity of Israel means so much to many Jews. 
We know that when hitler offered in the 
30s to allow the Jews to leave Germany, if 
any country would take them, few countries 
agreed to accept the Jews and then only in 
small numbers. Indeed, in 1939 the u.s. 
under F.d.r. turned away the 900 or so 
Jews on the ss st. Louis who had earlier 
been turned away by cuba (from which 
country Mr. sanchez hails; he was not born 
at the time). F.d.r. refused to allow them 
to land in the u.s., and even sent a coast 
Guard cutter to make sure no one jumped 
overboard and tried to swim ashore. so the 
Jews were sent back to europe, where the 
majority perished in concentration camps. 
If Israel had existed then, it would have 
taken in every single Jewish refugee, no 
matter how sick or old or incapacitated or 
poor. Then I said to my fellow congress 
members, raising my right hand, and this is 
literal, “I swear to you, if Israel ever invades 
the u.s., I shall stand with the u.s.” My 
fellow members of congress applauded.

Now with regard to special treatment 
for minorities, I oppose and have always 
opposed programs that provided for race, 
ethnicity or religion-based solutions, e.g., 
quotas or set-asides. I have and continue 
to oppose such solutions to end discrimi-
nation. Jews have never been eligible for 
such set-asides or quota programs. Indeed, 
when quotas were used, e.g., at colleges and 
universities, it was to limit their presence. 
ridiculously, sephardic Jews who have 
spanish names were eligible for federal set-
asides, not as Jews, but as hispanics, like Mr. 
sanchez, who is cuban. That violates the 
equal protection clause of our constitution, 

and I did not permit racial, ethnic or reli-
gious quota programs to be established 
in my administration. I did provide set-
asides for the construction industry and for 
vendors who had limited capital that quali-
fied them as small businesses, irrespective of 
who owned them. There were many who 
disagreed with my philosophy and brick-
bats were often thrown my way; the nicest 
being that I was insensitive; the worst that 
I was racist.

I was delighted in 2007 when chief 
Justice John roberts wrote in a decision: 
“The way to stop discrimination on the 
basis of race is to stop discriminating on 
the basis of race.” I thought to myself, the 
supreme court has finally come my way. I 
was pleased when rev. al sharpton, once 
an adversary and now a friend, whom I 
work with on different matters of common 
concern, was quoted as saying about jobs 
and employment in the current reces-
sion, “We’re not looking for a race-based 
program. We’re looking to make sure 

everyone is involved.”
In 1978, my first year as Mayor, rev. 

sharpton demanded I give all the federal 
summer jobs to minorities, which I refused 
to do. That caused him to block access 
to my office and caused me to have him 
arrested.

I hope that Mr. sanchez gets another 
job soon, and that he is selected because of 
his talent and not because he is hispanic. 
cuban-americans should continue to be 
intensely involved in the affairs of cuba. 
That does not convey dual loyalty on their 
part. It conveys their intense identification 
with the land of their ancestors and their 
traditions which is part of what america, 
the land of immigrants, is all about.

cNN was right in its decision. sanchez 
displayed prejudice in his remarks.

The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served 
New York City as its 105th Mayor from 1978 
to 1989. His e-mail address is: eikoch@bryan-
cave.com

On the Firing of Rick Sanchez by CNN
By Edward I. Koch
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There was 
little surprise in 
alan hevesi’s 
confession that 
he was a corrupt 
comptroller. News 

of the attorney General’s investigation 
had leaked over the years, and the guilty 
pleas of his co-conspirators made it clear 
that his office was a cesspool of favoritism 
obtained through bribery.

For a person in such high office to 
betray it so completely is shocking, even 
to those of us who are accustomed to 
reporting on political corruption. It is one 
thing for a Vito Lopez, Pedro espada 
and Larry seabrook to turn their anti-
poverty organizations into automatic teller 
machines for themselves, their mistresses, 
their unemployed children, their campaign 
managers, and the friends and relatives 
(kith and kin) of any of the above insiders. 
Their conduct is highly offensive and, if 
convicted of the allegations against them, 
they should go directly to prison. efrain 
Gonzalez, another state senator from 
the bronx, was sentenced to 7 years in a 
Federal prison for similar crimes.

but for alan hevesi, a reasonably 
affluent, well-educated intelligent and 
articulate elected official, descendant of 
rabbis, state legislator for 23 years, two-
term comptroller of the city of New York, 
Professor of Political science at Queens 
college, recipient of a Ph.d. degree from 
columbia university in 1971, after having 
written his thesis analyzing the leadership 
of the state legislature, to turn out to be 
have repeatedly betrayed the public trust - 
that is difficult to accept.

since hevesi has turned out to be a 
crook, what politician can we believe to 
be honest? We assume that most of them 
are, but we know there are some who are 
dishonest, even if we do not know their 
names. We are familiar with those who 
have been convicted in recent years. Former 
senate majority leader Joseph bruno heads 
the list, with senators Guy Velella and 
hiram Monserrate, assemblymembers 
diane Gordon, roger Green, brian 
McLaughlin, clarence Norman, anthony 
seminerio, and councilmembers angel 

rodriguez and Miguel Martinez. 
Governor eliot spitzer and congressman 
Vito Fossella were not tried for criminal 
behavior, but were disgraced when their 
extra-curricular activities became known to 
the public. councilman dennis Gallagher 
was convicted of criminal harassment. 
spitzer and Gallagher resigned, Fossella 
finished out his term, but did not seek 
re-election. For appointed public offi-
cials, one can start with former Police 
commissioner bernard Kerik, now in a 
Federal prison in Maryland.

If we have omitted any convicted 
public officials, please let us know and their 
names will be added to the list.

The question arises: what is an appro-
priate punishment for a high official who 
betrays his trust? he is responsible not 
only for the money he took for himself and 
his family, but the depredations of hank 
Morris, who was his political manager.  
Morris appears to have enriched himself 
far more than hevesi, but we do not 
really know where the money extorted 
from people who wanted to deal with the 
pension fund ended up.

In china, such a person would be 
executed, but that is not the american 
way.  hevesi was born on January 31, 
1940, and is now 70 years old. a prison 
sentence is required, but should the length 
be calibrated with his life expectancy? One 
obvious penalty is to forfeit the pensions he 
now receives from the city university and 
the state Legislature. he certainly did not 
provide honest services to the public while 
holding high elective office. restitution to 
the state for his ill-gotten gains should be 
part of any plea arrangement.

It is likely that when a person demon-
strates such a basic character flaw as we 
have in this case that there are all kinds 
of other situations in which he behaved 
improperly. Without going into rumors, 
we will not go into rumors.

We have not so far mentioned 
Governors John rowland of connecticut 
or James McGreevey of New Jersey, 
who resigned in the face of allegations of 
misconduct, financial and sexual. since 
Governor spitzer was forced to resign to 
avoid impeachment by the state legislature 

which hated him, none of the three gover-
nors in the tri-state area was able to 
complete his term in office. That is highly 
unusual, and thoroughly shameful.

back to hevesi, whom we defended in 
2006 because we felt using a state car for a 
sick wife was not a felony. We would send 
him to state prison for at least five years, 
forfeit his pension and require restitu-
tion of any money or benefits he received 
through his misconduct. he should also 
be asked (he cannot be compelled) to 
write a book about his crimes and their 
punishment, to be distributed to all newly-
elected public officials as required reading. 
That is unusual, but in the circumstances 
it does not appear to be cruel. see the 
constitution, eighth amendment.

This is a terribly sad case: for the former 
comptroller, for his family, for the people 
he victimized, for his community and for 
those who admired him. I am reminded 
of the kid who met “shoeless” Joe Jackson, 
a star outfielder on the  1919 White sox 
who took bribes from gamblers to throw 
the World series to the cincinnati reds. 
“say it ain’t so, Joe,” the youngster said to 
his hero, or so the legend goes. 

sadly, it was so. The eight guilty 
athletes were banned from baseball for 
life. Jackson and pitcher eddie cicotte 
confessed their participation to a chicago 

grand jury, but the players were acquitted.
The reputation of the national pastime 

was so scarred by what was dubbed the 
“black sox scandal” that the owners 
named Federal Judge Kenesaw Mountain 
Landis to be the first commissioner of 
baseball. Kenesaw Mountain was the site 
of a major battle in General sherman’s 
march on atlanta in 1864. Judge Landis 
was born in 1866 in Millville, Ohio.

Landis served from 1920 to his death 
in 1944. during that time, his word was 
considered law in baseball. since then, 
there have been a series of commissioners 
appointed by the owners and generally 
serving their interests. 

INFORMATIVE LINKS
In the wonderful world we live in, 

documents relating to legal proceedings 
are often available immediately.
To read hevesi’s allocution: 
http://www.nypost.com/r/
nypost/2010/10/07/news/media/
hevesi%20allocution.pdf
To read the charges against hevesi:
http://www.nypost.com/r/
nypost/2010/10/07/news/media/
hevesi%20complaint%20final.pdf

Henry J. Stern writes as StarQuest. Direct 
email to him at StarQuest@NYCivic.org. 
Peruse Mr. Stern’s writing at New York Civic.  
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Jail to the Thief
By Henry J. Stern

Hevesi Cops a Plea,
Cuomo to Accept It 26 Days to Election

 NEW YORK  CIVIC

http://www.nypost.com/r/nypost/2010/10/07/news/media/Hevesi%20Allocution.pdf
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The illegal immigration hiring alle-
gations against california gubernatorial 
candidate Meg Whitman is just politics 
as usual. What gets me is that voters 
are perceived by politicians, and other 
assorted pettifoggers, as so stupid that 
they can’t spot an obvious setup. attorney 
Gloria allred, whose photo should be in 
the dictionary under the word, shyster, 
is parading around with Nicky diaz, an 
illegal immigrant, and hammering away at 
Whitman for employing the woman as a 
housemaid for several years. The fact that 
allred has been a strong supporter of Jerry 
brown, Whitman’s opponent in the race, 
should be proof enough that the whole 
episode is an orchestrated conspiracy to 
steal the election. sadly, Ms. diaz, who 
had been paid about $23 per hour to 
clean Whitman’s home, a tidy sum even 
for someone with american citizenship, 

is obviously being used as a pathetic pawn 
in a scurrilous campaign to hurt someone 
who had been very generous to her. In 
order for allred to get into the act and 
soak up more of the cheap publicity that 
has become her trademark, she had to 
create a scenario that makes diaz appear 
to be a poor, defenseless member of a 
minority group being bullied by a mean 
and wealthy white woman. 

I think california needs a smart busi-
ness brain like Whitman’s to save it from 
further economic disaster. Jerry brown 
is an old political hack who has been 
feeding at the public trough much too 
long without accomplishing any measur-
able public benefit. however, let’s suppose 
that brown was on the receiving end of 
this latest form of “October surprise” that 
has become commonplace in campaigns. 
Would he receive the type of defense 

from conservatives that Whitman is 
getting? Would brown be on the hannity 
show and given the chance to address the 
charges while being treated respectfully 
by the host? I don’t doubt that conserva-
tives would invite him on their programs 
because it would be good for ratings. but, 
chances are that he’d be interrogated like 
a prosecutor seeking a felony conviction. 
contrarily, Ms. Whitman was given 
plenty of time to defend her actions in the 
diaz case and project a most benevolent 
profile of her behavior. although I believe 
her, in the interests of objective analysis, 
I’d like to have seen a bit more disquisi-
tion and a little less partiality. 

My concern is that political philosophy 
has destroyed objectivity. If chris coons, 
the delaware candidate for the us senate, 
had been exposed as “dabbling in witch-
craft” as a teenager, would conservatives 
defend him as they have defended his 
challenger, christine O’donnell? again, I 
think the witchcraft references should be 
viewed as nothing more than adolescent 
antics that have no bearing on her ability to 
be a legislator as an adult. Yet, if we’re to be 
honest with ourselves, we must admit that 
such revelations about coons would have 
subjected him to the same mockery from 
conservatives that O’donnell is receiving 
from liberals. When GOP strategist, Karl 
rove, criticized O’donnell as having said 
some “nutty things,” making it difficult 
for her to win the senate seat, he seemed 
less interested in her judgment than in her 
chances to help his party get control of the 
senate. suppose he had confidential infor-
mation that she was a space cadet, but felt 
that she could easily beat her democrat 
challenger. Would he keep her fatuity a 
secret and be satisfied to have a nutcase 
making decisions for the country? 

during the 2008 presidential 
campaign, when it was discovered that 
barack Obama had attended services for 
20 years at the controversial reverend 
Wright’s “God damn america” church, 
conservatives used it to question the 
man’s judgment, while liberals gave him 
a pass. It seems that honesty and truth 

must be passed through the sieve of 
political philosophy before a decision on 
its validity is arrived at. democrats were 
so desperate to elect the first black presi-
dent that they overlooked what many of 
them now view as some very dangerous 
ideological ambitions in the man. With 
election day nearing, those who couldn’t 
get enough of him in 2008 are now shun-
ning him like the plague. It’s not as if they 
weren’t warned; Obama made it clear 
that he supported universal healthcare, 
cap and Trade, wealth redistribution, 
etc. Then, when his policies began to 
take effect, and polling in the country 
showed that the public rejected his ideas, 
even his own party headed for cover. as 
much as I oppose this president’s socialist 
views, I submit that he was more honest 
about his intentions than those who saw 
his dark skin as a trophy to be placed on 
the mantle at the democratic National 
committee headquarters. 

bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with 
the New York Police dept. (NYPd), ten 
of which were performed in plainclothes 
undercover assignments. during his early 
years with NYPd, bob earned a bachelor 
of science degree, cum laude from New 
York Institute of Technology. he retired 
as a sergeant after supervising patrol in 
Midtown Manhattan, the busiest precinct 
in the country. after owning and oper-
ating a wine and liquor retail business in 
Long Island for 5 years, he sold it and 
moved to Flower Mound, Texas. bob 
began a writing career about 12 years ago 
and had his first book published in 1999. 
bob went on to write and publish a total 
of seven novels, “Murder in black and 
White,” “city to die For,” “Powers that 
be,” “ruthie’s Kids,” “deadly to Love,” 
“short stories of Life and death,” and 
“Out of sight,” are available at barnes & 
Noble, amazon.com, books-a-million, 
and other major online book sellers. 
he also became a syndicated columnist 
under the title “Weir Only human”. his 
perspective may be read within the pages 
of the Westchester Guardian, Westchester 
Herald and the Yonkers Tribune.

Losing Our Capacity To Be Objective
By Bob Weir
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New rochelle, NY -- schaffer extended care center at sound shore Medical center (ssMc) recently recog-
nized National centenarians’ day with a luncheon honoring five of their own, who have reached and surpassed this 
milestone. 

The Noontime gathering orchestrated by the Therapeutic recreation department and its director, susan 
Mouris, Ms ed, cTrs, included the honored guests and residents of schaffer extended care center, Josephine 
amorosano, 102; Lillian clark, 102; amy dorman, 103; beulah Waits, 105 and beatrice Wars, 103.  They were 
joined by John Mamangakis, sound shore Medical center’s senior Vice President for Operations, along with staff 
from schaffer, including susan sales, Vice President of Long Term care/administrator of schaffer extended care 
center.  In addition, deanna Foote, regional coordinator for New York state senator suzi Oppenheimer’s office 
and angela Taylor, chief assistant community representative for the Office of the Mayor of the city of New 
rochelle were in attendance. each of the centenarian’s was presented with a certificate of recognition from the 
New York senate and a certificate of appreciation from the city of New rochelle.

For more information about schaffer extended care center, visit www.soundshore.org or call the Vice President 
for Long Term care/administrator of secc, susan sales, at 914.365.3702.

National Centenarians’ Day Celebrated with a Luncheon for Five of New Rochelle’s Own.

 THE SPOOF

at a recent press conference at 
which the owners of the New York Mets 
announced that they were giving the team 
manager a walk, they also explained that 
they were pursuing an entirely new mana-
gerial strategy. They will hire a female for 
the job. 

“It’s clear that the players don’t take 
direction from a male manager,” one of 
the exasperated owners complained. he 
shrugged and added, “Look at it this way. 
If we get the right one, at least the guys 
will LOOK, then maybe they’ll even 
LIsTeN.”

No names were mentioned at the press 
conference. however, spoof reporter Gail 

Farrelly was able to listen in on conversa-
tions among some folks in the know and 
get an inkling of the ladies being consid-
ered for the position of NY Mets manager, 
along with the main reason for that consid-
eration. here’s the list: 
•  entertainer Lady Gaga (“she’s built her own 
organization from the bOTTOM up.”)

•  sarah Palin (“could she keep the guys in 
line? You betcha!”)

•  Tennis champ Venus Williams (“she has 
a gorgeous figure and eye-catching sports 
outfits; can bring sister along to the ball-
park to consult if necessary.”) 

•  retired Victoria secret Model and TV 
star heidi Klum (“besides just the plain 

old WOW factor, she could have Project 
runway contestants design new uniforms 
for the guys.”)

•  actress susan sarandon (“OK, she’s 64, 
but she still has a body to die for. and 
she dId star in that baseball movie bull 
durham.”) 

•  First Lady Michelle Obama (“she’s 
finding that her present job isn’t all it’s 
cracked up to be. being First Lady of the 
Mets could be another story.”)

Meanwhile, Mets fans, disgusted with 
the performance of the whole shebang 
-- players, managers, and owners -- lay 
most of the blame squarely at the feet of 
the owners. several fans remarked that 

the owners should remember what harry 
Truman once said: “The buck stops here.” 
and they bemoan the fact that owners 
can’t be fired. “boy,” said one disappointed 
fan after watching the press conference 
featuring the owners, “I’d like to get right 
in their faces and shout, Yer OuT!”
Gail Farrelly ( http://farrellysistersonline.
com/ )  is the author of three mystery novels. 
The latest is “Creamed at Commencement: A 
Graduation Mystery.” One of her  short stories 
is published online: “Get Yourself a Face”  
(about a Mafia princess who buys herself a 
face transplant and a lot of trouble). Her story 
“Even Steven” was a finalist in the 2007 
Derringer Award competition.

NY Mets Seek New Manager; Males Need Not Apply   By Gail Farrelly
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Yonkers, NY -- after 
three years playing ball in 
Japan Yonkers baseball 
pitcher brian sweeney 
returned to the states 
with no Japanese or 
Major League baseball 
contract. In the spring 
of this year, brian age 
35, signed a contract to 
play for the somerset 
Patriots in New Jersey, a 
high caliber independent 
baseball league. after 
two days with somerset, sweeney was 
offered a minor league contract to play 
for Tacoma, the top minor league team 
of the seattle Mariners.While at Tacoma, 
brian sweeney had an outstanding record 
as a relief pitcher and was called up by 
the seattle Mariners where he continued 
his stellar pitching performance with 
a era of 3.16 and a WhIP of 1.05, 
both of which were second only to Felix 
hernandez, the cY Young candidate on 
the seattle team.

While playing for seattle this year, 
brian had the experience of pitching 
in Yankee stadium before his father 
ed, a retired Yonkers Fire department 
Lieutenant. sweeney’s interest in baseball 

started with the North Yonkers 
Little League and continued 
at stepinac high school and 
Mercy college. In 1996, after 
Mercy, and withouy being 
drafted, brian pitched in a 
now defunct independent 
team and was signed by the 
seattle organization making 
his major league debut in 
september 2003. In a career 
move, he then signed on with 
the Tampa organization but 
returned to the seattle orga-

nization to play again with Tacoma from 
where he was thereafter traded to the san 
diego Padres pitching for Portland. In 
2006 he made the 25 man team roster of 
the Padres and had an impressive year but 
no guaranteed Major League contract at 
the end of the season. With a wife and 
two children to support brian accepted a 
contract to play for the hanshin Fighters 
in Japan with a guarantee to be a starting 
pitcher and Major League money where 
he played three years.

With a very good 2010 season as a 
resume, the Yonkers native should have a 
major league contract in 2011.

Brian Sweeney Returns to the 
States Without an MLB Contract
By Jack Treacy

Greenburgh, NY -- In partnership 
with bauer hockey, New York rangers 
defenseman Marc staal donated $10,000 
worth of brand new hockey equipment 
to local youth hockey programs in New 
York. On Wednesday October 6th, staal 
was joined by representatives and youth 
hockey players from three community 
rink partners: Murray skating center 
(Yonkers, NY) Ice Time sports complex 
(Newburgh, NY), and Mccann Ice 
arena (Poughkeepsie, NY), who were 

all on hand to receive the generous bauer 
equipment donations that they took 
home that day. The NYsaha was also 
granted an equipment supply for use in 
regional events and to supplement the 
existing equipment supply.

The New York rangers also donated 
a $5,000 contribution, which will enable 
each organization involved to walk away 
with $3,750 worth of equipment to use 
towards their respective youth hockey 
programs.
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New York Rangers Defenseman Marc 
Staal Donates $10,000 Worth of Bauer 
Equipment to Local Youth Hockey Programs
New York Rangers to Contribute Additional Funds to Round 
Out $15,000 Donation

(L-R) NY Ranger defenseman Mark Staal,  Yonkers residents James Hicks,Brendan 
Mone,and Murray’s Skating Rink Coach Robert Allo. Photo by and courtesy of Richie 

Nestro, taken at the NY Rangers practice facility in Greenburgh, New York.
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The movie 
“conviction,” due 
to open in movie 
theaters in New 
York on October 15, 
as well as in many 
other states, starring 

hillary swank and Norman rockwell, is 
about the incredible and inspiring journey 
of betty ann Waters, who became a 
lawyer in order to clear her brother, 
Kenny Waters, who had been wrongfully 
convicted of a murder in Massachusetts in 
1983. at the time of her brother’s wrong-
fully conviction, betty ann did not even 
possess a high school diploma.

her educational path would require 
her to obtain a Ged, a bachelors 
degree, schooling in preparation for 
the law school saT, commonly referred 
to as the LsaT, graduating law school, 
and then passing the bar exam in order 
to be admitted as a lawyer, requiring at 
least 8 years. ultimately, she became a 
lawyer and worked collaboratively with 
The Innocence Project in establishing his 
innocence by way of dNa testing. 

On May 21, 1980, Katherina brow 
was stabbed more than 30 times in her 
home, causing her death. her purse, 
jewelry, and cash were missing. blood, 
hairs, and fingerprints were found in 
the house, and a knife, purportedly the 
murder weapon, was also recovered. 
Kenny Waters became a suspect because 
he lived next to the victim with his girl-
friend, brenda Marsh, and worked in 
a diner where the victim was a frequent 
customer. diner employees knew that 
brow kept large amounts of cash in her 
home. Waters provided a detailed alibi, 
had no blood stains on his clothes or cuts 
on his body, and gave fingerprints. he was 
not charged. 

Two years later, robert Osborne, 
living with Waters’ then ex-girlfriend, 
Marsh, approached police and told them 
that Marsh had told him that Waters 
confessed to her, trying to receive cash 
in exchange for his information. It is 
unknown whether Osborne was ever 
paid. The police then interrogated Marsh, 

threatening to charge her as an accessory 
to the murder and take away her chil-
dren if she didn’t corroborate Osborne’s 
account. although initially refusing, she 
eventually gave him, stating that Waters 
had returned with a long, deep scratch on 
his face. 

during the trial, information that the 
fingerprints did not match Waters was 
withheld from the defense. The pros-
ecution presented evidence from Marsh, 
and another former girlfriend, roseanna 
Perry, who also initially told police that 
she had no information about the crime, 
but after three hours of interrogation and 
threats of arrest, stated that Waters told 
her something about stabbing a woman 
and stealing her money and jewelry. a 
third witness, a friend of the victims 
who worked at the diner with Waters, 
stated that Waters sold her a rig that had 
belonged to the victim. 

according to The Innocence Project’s 
website, “a forensic analyst also testi-
fied for the state about test results on 
blood from the crime scene. blood types 
O and b were found in the apartment. 
The victim was type b and Waters and 
the victim’s husband were both type O. 
The analyst told the jury that 48% of the 
population has Type O blood. The analyst 
also testified that three hairs collected 
from the crime scene — including one in 
the victim’s hand and one on the murder 
weapon — did not match the victim or 
Waters. Waters raised an alibi defense, 
saying that he was at work at the Park 
street diner until 8:30 a.m. and then at 
court until 10:45 a.m. his time card from 
that week, however, had gone missing and 
wasn’t presented as evidence. although it 
has been revealed that police indepen-
dently confirmed Waters’ work schedule 
during the investigation, this evidence 
wasn’t presented during trial.” Waters was 
convicted and sentenced to life in prison.

during the appeal process, although 
Perry recanted her testimony, Waters lost 
several state and federal appeals. In the 
course of that process, the defense made 
several requests for the complete docu-
ments from the ayers Police department, 

but were instead given 
the same incomplete 
documents.

In 2000, betty Waters, 
already an attorney, 
collaborated with The 
Innocence Project, 
obtaining an agree-
ment with the Middlesex 
county district attorney, 
whereby a private lab 
would conduct a dNa 
test on the evidence. In 
March of 2001, the results 
excluded Waters, who was 
released two days later. 

during a reinvesti-
gation by a state police 
officer, directed by the 
district attorney, it was 
revealed that the police 
reports that had been 
turned over to the defense were incom-
plete. The police then turned over 
complete records from the case, including 
a report confirming Waters’ alibi, and 
fingerprint evidence collected before trial. 
On June 19, 2001, the district attorney’s 
office dropped all the charges and he was 
exonerated.

a note of tragic irony; six months 
following his release, Waters died in a 
accident, at age 47, having spent more 
than a third of his life-18 years, in prison 
wrongfully.

Commentary
While the story of betty Waters 

and her odyssey make a very thought 
provoking presentation, nevertheless the 
circumstances under which this tragedy 
occurred are all too common place in law 
enforcement throughout our nation. 

Incentivized witnessing, which is 
when a witness receives a reward in 
exchange for testimony, has been the 
cause of wrongful convictions in 15% 
of the now 259 dNa proven wrongful 
convictions. In this case, Osborne sought 
to get cash for testimony.

In view of the withheld information, 
including their independent confirma-
tion of Waters’ alibi, it is clear that the 

ayers Police department intentionally 
and maliciously sent an innocent man 
to prison. a disturbing pattern in some 
of the wrongful conviction cases is that 
police and/or prosecutors knowingly send 
innocent people to prison, and not simply, 
as the frequent post-exoneration spin 
from authorities would have us believe, 
a good faith mistake. another common 
contributor involves the frequent rejection 
of alibi evidence by jurors and appellate 
courts. 

Police coercion of witnesses is not 
an effective and reliable method of 
obtaining accurate information. Instead it 
frequently, as in this case, does result in a 
wrongful convictions. Police departments 
and district attorney’s across the country 
should take note and cease the practice. 
Taking it a step further, as a society, we 
need to have a zero tolerance policy for 
police coercion and dishonesty.

In this case, the failure to turn over 
information valuable to the defense, 
referred to in legal jargon as ‘brady mate-
rial,’ also led to the wrongful conviction. 
Police misconduct was a factor in 37 
of the first 74 dNa proven wrongful 
convictions. Out of that figure, suppres-
sion of evidence by police was found in 
34% of the cases.

“Conviction”—The Movie
By Jeff Deskovic

 TRUTH AND JUSTICE
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 COMMUNITY

still, another lesson to be learned 
from the Waters’ case is the importance 
of police departments not withholding 
records, including during the post-
conviction process. Police departments 
concerned with the accuracy of investiga-
tions and convictions they are involved in 
should not engage in evidence or docu-
ment withholding, including during the 
post-convictions. 

When Perry recanted her testimony, 
authorities should have reinvestigated 
Waters’ conviction. Too often, when 
evidence of innocence emerges, authori-
ties do not reinvestigate cases because 
there is a disincentive to do so; they would 
have to admit a prior mistake, or inten-
tional wrongdoing. 

similarly, appellate courts do not like 
to grant new trials when witnesses recant, 
and they typically view such evidence 
with skepticism. That line of reasoning, 
in light of what we are now discov-
ering, needs re-examination. In my view, 
Waters’ should have received a new trial 
based upon that recantation alone; after 
all, the jury considered her testimony 
in convicting him. so too should other 
defendants.

betty’s effort and her journey is both 
breathtaking and inspirational, yet tragic. 
This case spotlights the human cost of 
wrongful conviction- Waters lost eigh-
teen of the last eighteen and a half years 
of his life. during that time, his lawyers 
had been requesting documents that 
continued to be withheld. had they not 
been, he very likely would have been 
released sooner and thus spent the last 
part of his life free. Waters’ life in a very 
real way was stolen from him, as well as 
betty, and the rest of his family.

but her journey was not in vain 
and in fact continues. betty remains a 
anti-wrongful conviction advocate, and 
frequently appears at Innocence Project 
fundraising events and other functions, 
as well as speaking out in general. I have 
shared the podium with her and other 
advocates on a number of occasions, and 
have found her to be quire passionate and 
dedicated to the cause. hillary swank 
referred to betty ann Waters as her “real 
life hero.”

Jeffrey Deskovic is a Criminal justice Advocate 
and Exoneree. For further information peruse 
www.JeffreyDeskovicSpeaks.org.

can we put a price 
on the life of a law 
enforcement officer? 
how do we console the 
family when an officer 
is brutally injured or if 
there is a loss of life? 

What do we say to the officer’s family when 
the policies and procedures that manage-
ment has created have assisted in the 
unruliness of our correctional facility? 

There is no correct answer to this 
question, but one thing is clear, our justice 
system must reflect an appreciation of the 
hard work and sacrifice that correction 
Officers give to community at large. 

a correction Officer oversees those 
some in society regard as society’s most 
dangerous people. The individuals who 
bring danger to the communities of 
Westchester county and the rest of New 
York state. every day hard working 
correction Officers bring order, safety, 
and security in every housing area of the 
Norwood e. Jackson correctional Facility 
situated in Valhalla, New York.

It has been easy to overlook the increase 
in crime inside correctional facilities. as 
the saying goes; out of sight out of mind.  
When these lawbreakers are arrested, they 
bring their criminality inside prison walls. 
a perfect example is New York city’s 
rikers Island--the world’s largest penal 
colony--which faces the dilemma of too 
many inmates and not enough correction 
officers. since the layoff of 2003, crime 
inside the jail has risen 20%.  

Westchester county faces  the same 
dilemma. earlier this year, a Westchester 
county correction Officer was brutally 
assaulted and knocked unconscious.  
Fortunately, for this officer, he was saved 
by two other inmates that came to his 
rescue to stop the continuous barrage of 
strikes to his face, head, and body.  This 
officer received stitches to his mouth and 
had to undergo major surgery to his leg. 
This officer and his family will never be 
the same again.  The inmate who assaulted 
the corrections Officer only received a two 
and a half year sentence and the judge ran 
it concurrent with his other sentence. This 
means he will probably be out of jail before 
the management settles with the officer 
regarding his disability. 

since this shameless attack, correc-
tion officers of Westchester county have 
been repeatedly assaulted and the response 
from management is to continue to cut 

posts, replace the presence of an officer 
with cameras, blatantly disobeying the first 
law of safety and security in stopping an 
unlawful act; the presence of an officer.  

Morale is at an all-time low. The 
lines have been blurred over who is really 
in control of the facility. The correction 
Officer of Westchester county is at the 
bottom of the totem poll whose pecking 
order begin with management, supervi-
sors, civilian worker, inmates, and end at 
the bottom with the correction Officers. 
To add further insult, management has 
recently taken away correction Officers’ 
access  to move freely about the facility 
gates with their personal Id pass. Who is 
the one locked up? The one in blue with a 
badge or the one in orange? 

Management has even gone to the 
extent of ordering officers not to respond 
to a fellow officer if they are in danger. 
They are to stand there and watch a fellow 
officer as they are  being assaulted. To prove 
their point, they have recently disciplined 
officers for coming to their comrade’s aide. 

union leadership in Westchester has 
remained eerily silent on this issue. What 

will make them speak out? shall we wait 
until an officer is taken out in a body bag?

Management has been completely 
unsuccessful in lowering crime levels inside 
jails and prisons. The implementation of 
new technology has not helped and some 
of the implementation of technology is 
just a waste of taxpayer’s money. The more 
technology, the more management uses it 
to fire officers instead of monitoring the 
inmates for safety and security. 

Politicians can focus on keeping the 
streets safe in Westchester, but where do 
the criminals go? The county Jail! With 
the county patting itself on the back for 
potential second quarter savings of 30 
million. Is saving more important than 
the lives of hard working correction offi-
cers?  When you place lawbreakers inside 
a facility that is  lacking the staff necessary 
to maintain proper safety and security, you 
have  put hundreds of civilian employees, 
such as doctors, nurses, and counselors--as 
well as inmates--at risk on a daily basis. 

Damon K. Jones is the North East Region 
President of the National Black Police 
Association.  

Will the Real Inmate Stand up – The Officer or the Convicted Criminal?
By Damon K. Jones
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Mission Statement
� e Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devot-

ed to the unbiased reporting of events and developments 
that are newsworthy and signi� cant to readers living in, 
and/or employed in, Westchester County. � e Guardian 

will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable informa-
tion without favor or compromise. Our � rst duty will be 
to the PEOPLE’S RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure 
of truth, without fear or hesitation, no matter where the 
pursuit may lead, in the � nest tradition of FREEDOM OF 
THE PRESS.

� e Guardian will cover news and events relevant to 
residents and businesses all over Westchester County. As a 
weekly, rather than focusing on the immediacy of delivery 
more associated with daily journals, we will instead seek to 

provide the broader, more comprehensive, chronological step-by-step ac-
counting of events, enlightened with analysis, where appropriate.

From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, where, 
why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We will use our more 
abundant time, and our resources, to get past the initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage 
control’ o en characteristic of immediate news releases, to reach the very 
heart of the matter: the truth. We will take our readers to a point of under-
standing and insight which cannot be obtained elsewhere.  

To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not neces-
sarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be all 
things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of relevant, 
hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features and columns 
useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the county. We must 
stay trim and � exible if we are to succeed.

  

Employment
Exp’d drivers wanted. CDL & TLC 
Lic. needed.

914.663.1006
 For Rent

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Prime Ossining loc - Rt. 9.
950 sq. ft. & 500 sq. ft.

917.363.4366

Real Estate
INVESTMENT

PROPERTY UNIMPROVED
Mount Vernon - Commercial bldg lot, 
9500 sq. ft. Corner bldg. Apts with 
stores. Must sell. $875K. Make offer.

914.632.1230

CLASSIFIED

www.JeffreyDeskovicSpeaks.org.
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SUMMONS AND NOTICE OF OBJECT OF ACTION ACTION TO FORECLOSE A MORTGAGE STATE OF NEW YORK SU-
PREME COURT: COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC Plaintiff, vs. ISAIAS ORTEGA, PEDRO G. 
GARCIA, ANGELICA ORTEGA, MELBIN RAMIREZ, ET,AL. Defendant(s). TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: INDEX 
NO.: 27406/09 MORTGAGED PREMISES: 278 MADISON AVENUE PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 SBL #:136.47-2-51 You are 
hereby summoned to answer the Complaint in this action, and to serve a copy of your answer, or, if the Complaint is not 
served with this Summons, to serve a notice of appearance, on the Plaintiff(s) attorney(s) within twenty days after the 
service of this Summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after the service is complete if this Summons 
is not personally delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your failure to appear or answer,judgment 
will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the Complaint. The Attorney for Plaintiff has an office 
for business in the County of Erie. Trial to be held in the County of Westchester. The basis of the venue designated 
above is the location of the Mortgaged Premises. Dated this 20th day of September, 2010, TO: MELBIN RAMIREZ, 
Defendant(s) In this Action. The foregoing Summons is served upon you by publication, pursuant to an order of HON. 
RICHARD B. LIEBOWITZ of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, dated the 13th day of September, 2010 and 
filed with the Complaint in the Office of the Westchester County Clerk, in the City of White Plains. The object of this 
action is to foreclose a mortgage upon the premises described below, executed by ISAIAS ORTEGA and ANGELICA 
ORTEGA, dated the 12th day of May, 2006, to secure the sum of $400,800.00, and recorded at Instrument No. 461880930 
in the Office of the Clerk of the County of Westchester, on the 29th day of August,2006; the Plaintiff is also holder of a 
mortgage bearing date the 3rd day of July, 2008 executed by ISAIAS ORTEGA, ANGELICA ORTEGA, PEDRO G. GARCIA 
and MELBIN RAMIREZ to secure the sum of $101,994.08, and recorded at Instrument No. 482110655 in the Office of the 
Clerk of the County of Westchester, on the 7th day of August, 2008; said mortgage was modified or consolidated with 
the mortgage referred to at Instrument No. 461880930 by a Consolidation, Extension and Modification Agreement dated 
the 3rd day of July, 2008 and recorded the 7th day of August, 2008 at Instrument No. 482110673 to form a single lien in 
the amount of $485,320.00;which mortgage was duly assigned by assignment dated the 4th day of November,2009, and 
sent for recording in the Office of the Clerk of Westchester County; The property in question is described as follows: 
278 MADISON AVENUE, PORTCHESTER, NY 10573 SEE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION The property in question is de-
scribed as follows: 278 MADISON AVENUE, PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 SEE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION Section 136.47, 
Block 2 and Lot 51 ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with the buildings and improvements thereon erected, 
situate,lying and being in the Village of Port Chester, Town of Rye, County of Westchester and State of New York, de-
scribed as Lot 15 on a certain map entitled “Subdivision Map of Locust Woods, situated in the Village of PortChester, 
Town of Rye, Westchester Co., NY. Dated July 17, 1959, made by Russell Munson, Surveyor, and filed in the Office of the 
Westchester County Clerk(Division of Land Records) on September 11, 1959 as Map No. 12150. Said Lot is also more 
particularly bounded and described according to said map as follows: BEGINNING at a point on the Westerly side of 
Madison Avenue distant 205.72 feet Southerly from the corner formed by the intersection of the Westerly side of Madi-
son Avenue with the Southerly side of Halstead Avenue. Said point of beginning also being the division line between Lot 
16 and Lot 15 as shown on the above-reference map; RUNNING THENCE along the Westerly side the following courses 
and distances: 1. South 13 degrees 32 minutes 30 seconds East, 55.71 feet; 2. South 26 degrees 03 minutes 40 seconds 
East, 15.20 feet to the division line between Lot 15 and Lot 14 as shown on the above-referenced map;THENCE along 
said division line South 63 degrees 56 minutes 20 seconds West,120.00 feet to the division line between Lot 15 and Lot 
3 as shown on the above-referenced map; THENCE along the division line between Lot 15 and 3 North 26 degrees 03 
minutes 40 seconds West, 42.52 feet; THENCE continuing along the division line between Lot 15 and Lot 2 as shown on 
the above-referenced map,North 20 degrees 47 minutes 20 seconds West, 52.54 feet to the division line between Lot 15 
and 14 as shown on the above referenced map; THENCE along said division line North 76 degrees 27 minutes 30 sec-
onds East, 130.35 feet to the Westerly side of Madison Avenue and the point or place of BEGINNING. Premises known 
as 278 Madison Avenue, Port Chester, New York HELP FOR HOMEOWNERS IN FORECLOSURE NEW YORK STATE LAW 
REQUIRES THAT WE SEND YOU THIS NOTICE ABOUT THE FORECLOSURE PROCESS. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. 
SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME. IF YOU FAIL TO RESPOND TO THE SUM-
MONS AND COMPLAINT IN THIS FORECLOSURE ACTION, YOU MAY LOSE YOUR HOME. PLEASE READ THE SUM-
MONS AND COMPLAINT CAREFULLY. YOU SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT AN ATTORNEY OR YOUR LOCAL LEGAL 
AID OFFICE TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF. SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE 
The state encourages you to become informed about your options in foreclosure. In addition to seeking assistance 
from an attorney or legal aid office, there are government agencies and non-profit organizations that you may contact 
for information about possible options,including trying to work with your lender during this process. To locate an entity 
near you, you may call the toll-free helpline maintained by the New York State Banking Department at 1-877-BANK-NYS 
(1-877-226-5697) or visit the department’s website at WWW.BANKING.STATE.NY.US. FORECLOSURE RESCUE SCAMS 
Be careful of people who approach you with offers to“save” your home. There are individuals who watch for notices of 
foreclosure actions in order to unfairly profit from a homeowner’s distress. You should be extremely careful about any 
such promises and any suggestions that you pay them a fee or sign over your deed. State law requires anyone offer-
ing such services for profit to enter into a contract which fully describes the services they will perform and fees they 
will charge, and which prohibits them from taking any money from you until they have completed all such promised 
services. § 1303 NOTICE NOTICE YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME If you do not respond to this summons 
and complaint by serving a copy of the answer on the attorney for the mortgage company who filed this foreclosure 
proceeding against you and filing the answer with the court, a default judgment may be entered and you can lose your 
home. Speak to an attorney or go to the court where your case is pending for further information on how to answer 
the summons and protect your property. Sending a payment to your mortgage company will not stop this foreclosure 
action. YOU MUST RESPOND BY SERVING A COPY OF THE ANSWER ON THE ATTORNEY FOR THE PLAINTIFF (MORT-
GAGE COMPANY) AND FILING THE ANSWER WITH THE COURT. DATED: September 20, 2010 Steven J. Baum, P.C., 
Attorney(s) For Plaintiff(s), 220 Northpointe Parkway Suite G , Amherst,NY 14228 The law firm of Steven J. Baum, P.C. 
and the attorneys whom it employs are debt collectors who are attempting to collect a debt. Any information obtained 
by them will be used for that purpose. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SUMMONS 
Index No.: 2687-10 
Date of Filing: September 22, 2010 
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF Westchester 
BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP FKA Countrywide Home Loans Servicing LP, 
Plaintiff, 
-against- 
JUDITH MANDUJANO; BANCO POPULAR DE PUERTO RICO; MORTGAGE 
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC. AS NOMINEE FOR COUN-
TRYWIDE BANK FSB; NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION AND 
FINANCE; NEW YORK STATE TAX COMMISSION; ELVIS R LOPEZ, if living, 
or if either or all be dead, their wives, husbands, heirs-at-law, next of kin, 
distributees, executors, administrators, assignees, lienors and generally 
all persons having or claiming under, by or through said ELVIS R LOPEZ, by 
purchase, inheritance, lien or otherwise, of any right, title or interest in and 
to the premises described in the complaint herein, and the respective hus-
bands, wives, widow or widowers of them, if any, all of whose names are un-
known to plaintiff; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; “JOHN DOES” and “JANE 
DOES”, said names being fictitious, parties intended being possible tenants 
or occupants of premises, and corporations, other entities or persons who 
claim, or may claim, a lien against the premises, Defendants.
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint in this action and to 
serve a copy of your answer, or, if the complaint is not served with this sum-
mons, to serve a Notice of Appearance on the Plaintiff’s attorney(s) within 
twenty (20) days after the service of this summons, exclusive of the day of ser-
vice, where service is made by delivery upon you personally within the State, 
or within thirty (30) days after completion of service where service is made in 
any other manner, and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment 
will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
NOTICE
YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME
If you do not respond to this summons and complaint by serving a copy of the 
answer on the attorney for the mortgage company who filed this foreclosure 
proceeding against you and filing the answer with the court, a default judg-
ment may be entered and you can lose your home.
Speak to an attorney or go to the court where your case is pending for further 
information on how to answer the summons and protect your property.
Sending a payment to your mortgage company will not stop this foreclosure 
action.
YOU MUST RESPOND BY SERVING A COPY OF THE ANSWER ON THE ATTOR-
NEY FOR THE PLAINTIFF (MORTGAGE COMPANY) AND FILING THE ANSWER 
WITH THE COURT.
YOU ARE HEREBY PUT ON NOTICE THAT WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT 
A DEBT, AND ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PUR-
POSE.
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
The foregoing summons is served upon you by publication pursuant to an Or-
der of the Honorable William J. Giacomo of the Supreme Court of the State of 
New York, signed on September 13, 2010, and filed with supporting papers in 
the Office of the Clerk of the County of Westchester, State of New York.
The object of this action is to foreclose a mortgage upon the premises de-
scribed below, executed by ELVIS R. LOPEZ to MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., AS NOMINEE FOR COUNTRYWIDE HOME 
LOANS, INC. DBA AMERICA`S WHOLESALE LENDER in the principal amount 
of $504,000.00, which mortgage was recorded in Westchester County, State of 
New York, on June 21, 2007, as CONTROL NUMBER 471650476. Thereafter said 
mortgage was assigned to Plaintiff by assignment of mortgage.
Said premises being known as and by 140 HALE AVE, WHITE PLAINS, NY 
10605.
Date: April 9, 2010, Batavia, New York 
Laura Strauss, Esq., ROSICKI, ROSICKI & ASSOCIATES, P.C.,  
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Batavia Office 26 Harvester Avenue, Batavia, NY 14020 585.815.0288

Notice of Formation of JUDAH 
PLACE LLC Articles of Organization 
filed with the Secretary of State of 
NY (SSNY) on 9/16/2010. NY Office 
location: WESTCHESTER County. 
SSNY is designated as agent upon 
whom process against the LLC may 
be served. SSNY shall mail a copy of 
any process against the LLC served 
upon him/her C/O JUDAH PLACE 
LLC, 117 Broad Street, East, Mount 
Vernon, NY 10552. Purpose: Any 
lawful act.

Elegran LLC Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 1/22/2008. 
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY 
design. Agent of LLC upon whom 
process may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of process to C/O Michael 
Rossi 44 Loop Road Bedford, NY 
10506. Purpose: Any lawful activity. 
Registered Agent: Michael Rossi 44 
Loop Road Bedford, NY 10506

Bevinco On The Hudson LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 
7/6/2010. Office in Westchester Co. 
SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon 

whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to 
The LLC 112 Hillcrest Avenue Yon-
kers, NY 10705. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity

2165 LLC Articles of Org. filed NY 
Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/29/2008. Of-
fice in Westchester Co. SSNY de-
sign. Agent of LLC upon whom pro-
cess may be served. SSNY shall mail 
copy of process The LLC 580 Pine-
brook Boulevard New Rochelle, NY 
10804. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Qualification of Troubadour 
Reunion Tours, LLC. Application for 
Authority filed with the Secy of State 
of New York (SSNY) on April 5, 2010. 
N.Y. Office Location: Westchester 
County. LLC formed in Delaware on 
January 14, 2010. SSNY has been 
designated as agent of LLC upon pro-
cess against it may be served. The 
P.O. address to which the SSNY shall 
mail a copy of any process against 
the LLC served upon him/her is C/O 
the LLC: c/o Gelfand, Rennert, & Feld-
man, LLP, 360 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 
100, White Plains, NY 10601. The 
principal place of business address 
of the LLC is: 360 Hamilton Avenue, 
Suite 100, White Plains, NY 10601. 
Certificate of LLC filed with Delaware 
Secy of State Division of Corpora-
tions, John G. Townsend Bldg. 401 
Federal Street, Suite 4, Dover, DE 
19901. Purpose of LLC: To engage in 
any lawful act or activity.

NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF LE-
GAL MARKETING INNOVATIONS, 
LLC (“LLC”). Application for Author-
ity filed with the Secretary of State 
of New York (“SSNY”) on August 25, 
2010. Office location: Westchester 
County. Principal business location: 
11 Tall Pines Drive, Bedford Corners, 
NY 10549. SSNY designated as the 
agent of the foreign LLC upon whom 
process against it may be served. 
SSNY shall mail a copy of process 
to: Legal Marketing Innovations, 
LLC, 11 Tall Pines Drive, Bedford 
Corners, NY 10549. DE address: LLC 
c/o Harvard Business Services, Inc., 
16192 Coastal Highway, Lewes, DE 
19958. LLC formed in Delaware on 
August 9, 2010. Articles of Organiza-
tion filed with Delaware Secretary of 
State, Division of Corporations, John 
G. Townsend Building, 401 Federal 
Street, Suite 4, Dover, DE 19901. Pur-
pose: any lawful business activity.

MCVR, LLC  Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 6/23/2010. 
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY 
design. Agent of LLC upon whom 
process may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of process to Corporation 
Service Company 80 State St. Al-
bany, NY 12207. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity. Registered Agent: Corpora-
tion Service Company 80 State St. 
Albany, NY 12207.

Seo Media LLC Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/5/2010. 
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY 
design. Agent of LLC upon whom 
process may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of process to C/O Michael 
Rossi 44 Loop Road Bedford, NY 
10506. Purpose: Any lawful activity. 
Registered Agent: Michael Rossi 44 
Loop Road Bedford, NY 10506.

... for beginners
• Get Fit
• Build Self-Confi dence
• Self Defense

5 PROSPECT AVE. • GROUND FL. • WHITE PLAINS

914.426.0359

Join Our Classes Now
Men,Women, Children belmars.com
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SUMMONS AND NOTICE OF OBJECT OF ACTION STATE OF NEW YORK SUPREME COURT: COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
ACTION TO FORECLOSE A MORTGAGE INDEX NO.: 27408/09 HSBC MORTGAGE CORPORATION (USA) Plaintiff, vs. 
BENNY FRANCIS, LISA MARY AUGUSTINE A/K/A LISA FRANCIS-AUGUSTINE, K.M. KURIAKOSE, ET, AL. Defendant(s). 
MORTGAGED PREMISES: 83 CRESTHILL ROAD YONKERS, NY 10710 SBL #: 4-4652-66, 4-4652-67, 4-4652-248 TO THE 
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: You are hereby summoned to answer the Complaint in this action, and to serve a copy 
of your answer, or, if the Complaint is not served with this Summons, to serve a notice of appearance, on the Plaintiff(s) 
attorney(s) within twenty days after the service of this Summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after 
the service is complete if this Summons is not personally delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your 
failure to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the Complaint. The 
Attorney for Plaintiff has an office for business in the County of Erie. Trial to be held in the County of Westchester. The 
basis of the venue designated above is the location of the Mortgaged Premises. Dated this 27th day of September, 2010, 
TO: K.M. KURIAKOSE, Defendant(s) In this Action. The foregoing Summons is served upon you by publication, pursu-
ant to an order of HON. ORAZIO R. BELLANTONI, of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, dated the 7th day of 
September, 2010 and filed with the Complaint in the Office of the Westchester County Clerk, in the City of White Plains. 
The object of this action is to foreclose a mortgage upon the premises described below, executed by LISA MARY AU-
GUSTINE A/K/A LISA FRANCIS-AUGUSTINE and BENNY FRANCIS dated the 12th day of January, 2004, to secure the 
sum of $120,000.00, and recorded at Instrument No. 441171039 in the Office of the Clerk of the County of Westchester, 
on the 20th day of July, 2004; that the Plaintiff is also the holder of a mortgage in the amount of $130,000.00, which was 
dated the 11th day of November, 2005 and recorded the 23rd day of May, 2006 at Instrument Number 461280210, which 
by its terms consolidates with the mortgage referred to at Instrument Number 441171039 to form a single lien in the 
amount of $250,000.00; The property in question is described as follows: 83 CRESTHILL ROAD, YONKERS, NY 10710 SEE 
FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION Section 4, Block 4652 and Lot 66, 67 & 248 ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with 
the buildings and improvements thereon erected, situate, lying and being in the City of Yonkers, County of Westchester, 
and State of New York, designated as Lots 8, 9, and 10 in Block K on Map entitled, “Section No.1 Brook Farm, situate in 
the City of Yonkers, Westchester County, New York, August 13, 1926, William Smith, C.E.” filed August, 19, 1926 as Map 
No. 3026 in Westchester County Clerk’s Office, Division of Land Records, (formerly Register’ s Office), which said Lots 
are more particularly bounded and described as follows: BEGINNING at a point on the Southwesterly side of Cresthill 
Road distant 820.82 feet Southwesterly and Westerly as measured along the Southwesterly side of Cresthill Road from 
the extreme Southwesterly end of the arc of a curve connecting the said Southwesterly side of Cresthill Road with the 
Southwesterly side of Alta Vista Drive; RUNNING THENCE South 36 degrees 32 minutes 00 seconds West, 105.48 feet; 
THENCE North 53 degrees 38 minutes 00 seconds West, 75.00 feet; THENCE North 36 degrees 32 minutes 00 seconds 
East, 105.70 feet to the Southwesterly side of Cresthill Road; THENCE along the Southwesterly side of Cresthill Road, 
South 53 degrees 28 minutes 00 seconds East, 75.00 feet to the point or place of BEGINNING. Premises known as 83 
Cresthill Road, Yonkers, New York HELP FOR HOMEOWNERS IN FORECLOSURE NEW YORK STATE LAW REQUIRES 
THAT WE SEND YOU THIS NOTICE ABOUT THE FORECLOSURE PROCESS. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. SUMMONS 
AND COMPLAINT YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME. IF YOU FAIL TO RESPOND TO THE SUMMONS 
AND COMPLAINT IN THIS FORECLOSURE ACTION, YOU MAY LOSE YOUR HOME. PLEASE READ THE SUMMONS 
AND COMPLAINT CAREFULLY. YOU SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT AN ATTORNEY OR YOUR LOCAL LEGAL AID 
OFFICE TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF. SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE The 
state encourages you to become informed about your options in foreclosure. In addition to seeking assistance from 
an attorney or legal aid office, there are government agencies and non-profit organizations that you may contact for 
information about possible options, including trying to work with your lender during this process. To locate an entity 
near you, you may call the toll-free helpline maintained by the New York State Banking Department at 1-877-BANK-NYS 
(1-877-226-5697) or visit the department’s website at WWW.BANKING.STATE.NY.US. FORECLOSURE RESCUE SCAMS 
Be careful of people who approach you with offers to “save” your home. There are individuals who watch for notices 
of foreclosure actions in order to unfairly profit from a homeowner’s distress. You should be extremely careful about 
any such promises and any suggestions that you pay them a fee or sign over your deed. State law requires anyone of-
fering such services for profit to enter into a contract which fully describes the services they will perform and fees they 
will charge, and which prohibits them from taking any money from you until they have completed all such promised 
services. § 1303 NOTICE NOTICE YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME If you do not respond to this summons 
and complaint by serving a copy of the answer on the attorney for the mortgage company who filed this foreclosure 
proceeding against you and filing the answer with the court, a default judgment may be entered and you can lose your 
home. Speak to an attorney or go to the court where your case is pending for further information on how to answer 
the summons and protect your property. Sending a payment to your mortgage company will not stop this foreclosure 
action. YOU MUST RESPOND BY SERVING A COPY OF THE ANSWER ON THE ATTORNEY FOR THE PLAINTIFF (MORT-
GAGE COMPANY) AND FILING THE ANSWER WITH THE COURT. DATED: September 27, 2010 Steven J. Baum, P.C., 
Attorney(s) For Plaintiff(s), 220 Northpointe Parkway Suite G, Amherst, NY 14228 The law firm of Steven J. Baum, P.C. 
and the attorneys whom it employs are debt collectors who are attempting to collect a debt. Any information obtained 
by them will be used for that purpose.

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873

Notice of Formation of Limited Li-
ability Company (LLC): Name: The 
Liberty Blue Group, LLC. Articles 
of Organization filed With the Sec-
retary of State of New York (SSNY) 
on 09/24/2010. Office location: West-
chester County. SSNY has been 
designated as agent of the LLC 
upon whom process against it may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of 
process to: C/O The Liberty Blue 
Group, LLC, 265 Old Mamaroneck 
Road, White Plains, NY 10605. Pur-
pose: Any Lawful Purpose. Latest 
date upon which LLC is to dissolve: 
No Specific date.

NEW GENERATION AUTO CARE 
LLC Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY 
10/4/2010. Off. Loc.: Westchester 
Cnty. SSNY designated as agent of 
LLC whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail process to: c/o The 
LLC, 210 Webster Ave., New Ro-
chelle, NY 10801. Purpose: all lawful 
activities.

Notice of Formation of a Limited Li-
ability Company (LLC): Name: Pink 
Lotus Consulting LLC, Articles of 
Organization filed with the Secre-
tary of State of New York (SSNY) on 
09/27/2010. Office location: West-
chester County. SSNY has been 
designated as agent of the LLC upon 
whom process against it may be 
served. SSNY shall mail a copy of 
process to: C/O Pink Lotus Consult-
ing LLC, 2 Canfield Avenue Apt 724, 
White Plains, NY 10601. Purpose: 
Any Lawful Purpose. 

Eventastic Parties LLC Articles of 
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 
9/15/2010. Office in Westchester 
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process 
Anna Cuneo 54 Forest Lake Drive 
West Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: 
Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation of a Limited Li-
ability Company (LLC): TRAVELKIN.
COM, LLC, Articles of Organization 
filed with the Secretary of New York 
(SSNY) on 6/02/2010.  Office loca-
tion: Westchester County.  SSNY has 
been designated as agent of the LLC 
upon whom process against it may 
be served.  SSNY shall mail a copy of 
the process to TRAVELKIN.COM, 50 
Barker Street, Apt 336, Mount Kisco, 
NY 10549. Purpose: any lawful busi-
ness activity.

Special advertising opportunity for all 
small business. 1” high x 2” wide notice @ 
$15 per week for November and December. 
Send in ad copy now!

Special aDvertiSiNg opportuNity • Special aDvertiSiNg opportuNity

LEGAL NOTICES
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www.westchesterguardian.com

WELCOME TO YOUR NEW SHOE STORE.
if you seek high fashion at amazing prices,

You’ll never buy shoes the same way again. Because now you can get the same top labels, latest styles and  
accessories you’d find in dept. and shoe stores, for ladies, men and kids, all for up to 50% less. Every day.

Don’t walk, run. Of course, we have the right shoes for both.

central plaza, yonkers

Styles vary by store. Call 1-800-Marshalls for a store near you or visit us at www.MarshallsOnline.com. ©2010 Marshalls.

www.westchesterguardian.com

